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EMIGRATION IN THE YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC

Introduction

1.  Background

In September 1962, the Imam Ahmad of Yemen died and  the accession of

his son Badr, of a reforming bent, marked the entry  of Yemen into the

modern world.  So much so that 10 days later the ta nks he had

injudiciously allowed into the capital, Sana'a, for  the first time

were used to open the revolution by shelling his pa lace.  This

heralded a protracted civil war only to draw to a c lose in 1970 after

60,000 Egyptian troops had failed to establish the new Yemen Arab

Republic (Y.A.R.) in the years to 1967.  Politicall y the settlement

finally reached between the two sides was far from revolutionary and

even marked a step back from the Imamate's attempts  to impose a

centralised order on a disparate nation.  By that s ettlement the Imam

and his family were banished and a Republic set up governed largely by

consensus among powerful groups in the capital repr esenting in turn

powerful tribes and other sections.

Economically the new republic, despite a desire to break away from the

conservative Imamic policies, did not command the r esources to do more

than step up slightly the concessions to modernity begun under Imam

Ahmad.  The single most crucial change had been the  opening of a

modern Russian built port at Hudaydah in 1955 and t he completion of a

road network linking Hudaydah, Sana'a and Ta'iz, th e southern capital.

The 1973 OPEC price rise and subsequent boom in the  Arab peninsula

states was to bring about changes in the North Yeme n far more radical

than 8 years of civil war had done.  The means by w hich this was to

take place was the emigration of Yemeni labourers, principally to

Saudi Arabia.  Swanson has rightly described this e migration as "truly

fantastic in its proportions" (Swanson 1979).  Init ial estimates of

more than one million  migrants were literally fant asy but there is

little reason to quarrel with the final estimate of  the Population and
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Housing Census of 1975 (Steffen et Al.  1978).  Tha t estimate of

385,000 short term emigrants represented 7.2% of th e total De Jure

population of 5,306,985.

Since the De Jure population includes an estimated quarter million

long term emigrants,the proportion of the true pote ntial work force is

still higher.  Only 9,000 of the short term emigran ts are female and

the proportion of the total adult male population { 15 - 64) exclusive

of long term emigrants is a massive 29%.

The transfer of such a large proportion of the labo ur force would be

revolutionary enough for the Y.A.R, economy on its own.  However the

emigrants also generate vast sums in remittances wi th equally powerful

effect on the domestic economy.  In 1971/72 the Y.A .R. was dependent

on grants and loans by foreign governments to cover  a current account

deficit of $21 million.  The absolute level of trad e was also low -

imports were $86 million.  Even then the remainder of the import bill

was mainly covered by remittances - $58 million.  E xports were only $8

million.  By 1976/77 imports had risen 750% but the  current account

balance showed a healthy $175 million surplus.  Thi s was solely due to

remittances, which in that year hit $1 billion, a r ise of nearly

1500%, (World Bank 1979).

As a state newly opened to the modern world with a position of some

strategic importance on the Red Sea bordering both Saudi Arabia and

the communist Peoples Democratic Republic of Yemen,  the Yemen Arab

Republic has been the object of increasing interest .  Similarly the

aftermath of OPEC's rise to dominance has focussed attention on

economic circumstances in the Arab world.  Lastly t he phenomenon of

'mediterranean' gastarbeiter style migration to the  developed

countries of Europe has turned recent studies on mi gration away from

the rural-urban transfers in the Lewis and Harris-T odaro tradition and

towards the problem of short term international mig ration.  This last

shift is accompanied by a redirection of interest a way from the

migrants' destination and towards their - community of origin: the

effects on that community of the initial labour wit hdrawal, of the

remittance flows during absence and of the migrants ' return.
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Emigration in the Y.A.R. is therefore of considerab le interest for

three reasons, as a feature of the Yemen itself, as  part of develop-

ments in the Arab World and as a case study of part icular relevance to

the study of international migration.  There can be  few examples

where, proportionate to the size of the country, mi gration of parallel

magnitude has taken place and still fewer where the  process has bean

so swift.

Before returning to the main themes of this essay i t is, however,

worth emphasising for the sake of perspective that current emigration

in the Y.A.R. is revolutionary in degree only.  The  area of the two

Yemens , North and South, has long been characteris ed by both internal

and international migration.  Yemeni communities se t up at various

stages from medieval times onwards exist in such di sparate places as

Detroit, Cardiff and Indonesia.  Traditionally Yeme nis have travelled

as traders or soldiers.  They were mercenaries for the Nizam of

Hyderabad in the 19th century (Gavin 1975) and for the French in

Vietnam (Swanson 1978).

Yemen as a region has probably had a negative balan ce of payments

since the decline of the coffee trade in the face o f Indonesian and

Brazilian competition in the early 19th century.  T his deficit has

long been met by intergovernmental transfers or by remittances.  Wyman

Bury reports subventions of £30,000 Turkish from th e Ottoman Porte to

the Imam prior to the first world war (Bury 1913).  M.A. Ghaleb

writing in 1960 reports that "the large number of Y emeni emigrants

contribute to the reduction of the severity cf the unfavourable

balance of payments through the funds they send the ir families"

(Ghaleb 1962).

There are many other features constantly quoted as indicative of the

current upheaval and decline of Yemeni production w hich elicited

identical comments from both Bury and Ghaleb.  The only difference was

that Bury's criticism was aimed at the Ottomans and  Ghaleb's at the

Imam, while modern commentators focus their attenti on on emigration.

Of these recurrent features, the favourites are col lapsing terraces,

the decline of coffee, often attributed to another bête noire the rise
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in production of the drug Qat 1, and the dominance of imported goods.

Ghaleb says of pre-revolutionary days: "It may be o bserved that in

some places these terraces are not used."  Bury com ments of coffee

both that "small growers have been in the grip of c apitalists since

the last shortage of rain in 1910" and that "coffee  is an anaemic

market subject to frequent spasms by cable from the  outer world".

Both writers attack the social effects of Qat and G haleb raises the

possibility, often cited in later works, that it is  taking  over from

coffee.  Lastly, on imports, Bury's remark that "no  really smart

tribesman in the highlands thinks himself completel y dressed without a

pair of elastic sided boots" is as true today as in  1913.  Only now

the boots are zip-up.  More seriously he identifies  a decline in the

domestic iron smelting and indigo industries in the  face of mass

produced imports.

In short, while the current emigration to Saudi Ara bia and its

attendant economic effects may be of a different or der of magnitude,

the motto 'plus ca change, plus c'est la meme chose ' must be borne in

mind.

2. The Role of Emigration in Development

Unsurprisingly there are two opposing views on the role of emigration

in development.  The earlier, positive view derives  mainly from the

development models of the Lewis tradition.  Grossly  oversimplified

this assumes the existence of a rural sector with s ubstantial open or

disguised unemployment and a shortage of investment  capital.

Development can only take place when the surplus la bour is drawn off

to modern sector employment, thus releasing the res ources absorbed by

the underemployed for investment.  This is not the place to debate the

validity of the model in general or particular.  Su ffice to say that

the positive view of emigration sees migration over seas as a

                    
1 Qat, Catha Edulis, is a shrub, the leaves of whic h are chewed,
mainly on social occasions, for their mildly stimul ant effect.  Its
use is confined to the Yemen and the countries of t he Horn of Africa
as far as North Kenya.
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substitute for modern sector domestic employment, a  substitute as

good, if not better.   The best possible view has b een summed up by

Paine: "Migration would alleviate unemployment not just temporarily,

but also permanently by creating new job opportunit ies.  It would also

provide savings, foreign exchange and trained manpo wer for economic

growth.  It might also lead to a reduction in the b irthrate, thus

permitting higher per capita incomes." (Paine 1974) .

Increasingly, however, this ideal paradigm has been  coming under

strong criticism.  In particular it is felt that, w hether unemployment

exists in the rural economy or not, it may not be t he unemployed who

are drawn off by emigration but those in scarce ski lled groups.

Moreover, Sen has shown that in peasant societies s ome very

restrictive assumptions are required before zero ma rginal productivity

of the migrant can be assumed.  Yet this assumption  is essential if

production is not to be adversely affected by migra tion.  (Sen 1966.)

Even if production does hold up after the loss of m igrants, any

surplus may be eaten up by increased consumption ra ther than committed

to increased saving.   Similarly foreign exchange g ains may be

squandered on increased imports of consumer goods r ather than

investment goods.  As for the skills acquired, they  may be

inappropriate and worthless in the home community.  Lastly the

beneficial effect of emigration on the birthrate ma y be offset by

higher incomes, increased consumption and better he alth care financed

by remittances.

This adverse viewpoint is also well summed up by Pa ine: "the country

could achieve some sustained growth in the accounti ng sense, but the

main source of new growth would be from income earn ed from exporting

labour abroad rather than from production of goods and services at

home.  In effect the country would become a satelli te of the

industrial metropolis' prosperity in good years but  taking most of the

burden of adjustment in bad years." (Op. Cit.)

As far as the Y.A.R, is concerned, the consensus is that the second

pessimistic view is nearer the truth.  The World Ba nk comments that

"at this point the marginal benefits of additional workers'
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remittances appear to be smaller than the cost of f urther manpower

losses, especially in the skilled categories" (Worl d Bank 1979).

Swanson concludes that "Population increase and pro duction decline do

not bode well for the future of Yemen.  As fields a re abandoned and

drop out of production because of accumulated negle ct, and as the

population increases steadily, Yemen will reach a p oint where

emigration is no longer a choice but a necessity.  When this point is

reached her underdevelopment and economic dependenc y will be complete"

(Swanson 1978).  Lastly Birks and Sinclair in a sin gularly doom laden

view of the Arab World in the 1980s see "the capita l-poor states

weakened, (with) inflation raised, domestic capital  formation weakened

and labour disenchanted with the rewards available domestically"

(Birks and Sinclair 1980).  It is not quite clear h ow far they see the

Y.A.R., which they certainly group among the capita l-poor Arab states,

as fitting this model but they make no specific exc eptions.

These three commentators all appear to have differi ng factors in mind.

The World Bank is most exercised about the growing labour shortage in

the Y.A.R.  and about the feasibility of Government  plans, given the

level of emigration.  There is no apparent rigorous analysis  behind

their view on the marginal social returns to emigra tion.  Birks and

Sinclair are also concerned about the labour constr aints to

development now appearing in the labour exporting c ountries, but they

stress as well the trend to import-led consumption and domestic

inflation.   More perceptively Swanson identifies t he lack of invest-

ment opportunities which would allow the returning migrants to make

use of the capital amassed abroad for productive pu rposes.

While Swanson's view has most merit, all three judg ements must be

considered as more intuitive than analytical.  It i s not the purpose

of this paper to do so but it must be stressed that  judgements on such

an important policy question demand urgent attentio n to a full cost

and benefit study of emigration and the resultant r esource flows on

the lines suggested by Guisinger (1978).   However some areas which

will be crucial to such a study, most notably the d eterminants of the

propensity to invest remittances will be discussed below.  It is hoped

that it can be shown that there are grounds, if not  for optimism, at
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least for the belief that there are positive measur es which may be

taken to prevent the impending doom.

3.  The Aims of the Paper

The paper is focussed on the microeconomic determin ants of migration:

on the decision making process of the emigrant and his community and

on the context in which that process takes place.   The developmental

impact of migration depends on the aggregate of the se individual

decisions.  More importantly, any measures taken to  combat the adverse

effects of emigration will only succeed to the exte nt that they fit in

with the motivations of the emigrant.  The microeco nomic aspects are

therefore as crucial to an assessment of Yemeni emi gration as are the

macroeconomic.

The paper falls into two sections.  The first is a discussion of the

various theoretical considerations together with a presentation of

some of the more general indications of how far the y are applicable to

the Y.A.R.  The second is an attempt to test in a m ore rigorous

fashion some hypotheses derived from the theory usi ng cross section

data drawn from the traditional agricultural tax sy stem.

Detailed study is confined to one Governorate of th e Y.A.R., Dhamar.

This area lies in the mountains to the south of the  capital, Sana'a.

Dhamar currently consists of nine provinces: Dhamar  itself, Jahran, Al

Hadda, Wusab al Ali, Wusab al Safil, Utumah, Maghri b Ans, Dawran Anis,

and Jabal al Sharq.  Detailed data at the village a nd district level

is available on two of these: Dhamar and Jahran.  L ong run production

data, 1963 to 1977 is available on four: Dhamar, Ut umah, Wusab al Ali

and Wusab al Safil.  The provinces fall into two di stinct groups, the

eastern high plateaux, Dhamar, Jahran and al Hadda and the western

mountain ranges of the remaining six.  A large part  of all the

provinces lies above 2000 metres and there are many  areas rising to

3000 metres.
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I  A Theoretical Model of Migration.

Migration is a phenomenon built up on a complex sys tem of inter-

dependent causes and effects.  It is helpful to an understanding of

the whole if these can be simplified into some syst ematic form.  The

description which follows is largely distilled from : 'Migration from

Rural Areas' by Connell, Dasgupta, Laishley and Lip ton (Connell et Al.

1976).  There are five separate headings to be cons idered:

1.  Motivation of migration: the stimuli and constraint s which

determine the level and nature of migration.

2.  Duration of migration and return from migration.

3.  Remittances.  Their level and their disposal.

4.  Social structure and change.

5.  Production structure and change.

The five fall into two groups, one to three: migrat ion and associated

phenomena, four and five: the underlying structure of the society and

economy which determines the nature of migration an d upon which the

effects of migration act.

1.  Motivation of Migration

As Connell et al. (1976) stress, the determinants o f migration are

multiple, some of them are contradictory and yet su ch contradictory

stimuli may coexist in different sectors of the sam e society.

Underlying all, however, is a 'lack of opportunitie s for income

generation' in the rural community.  Implicit in th e whole debate

about the social and developmental value of migrati on is the extent to

which it improves or destroys such income generatin g opportunities as

there are.

A. Poverty:

Springing directly from a lack of income opportunit ies is poverty.

This has for long been seen as the primary motive b ehind migration.

The neo-classical models which underly models of de velopment in the

Lewis, Ranis Fei tradition see migration as inspire d by excessive

man:land ratios in the rural areas and hence as who lly beneficial in
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that those workers with the lowest Marginal Product ivity, the poorest,

are drawn off, improving their own income elsewhere  and also releasing

both land and consumption resources for those who r emain.  The latter

are thus enabled to raise man:land ratios directly and man:capital

ratios by redirecting the consumption resources rel eased to

investment.  The Harris Todaro model, while disagre eing with the

optimistic conclusions of Lewis, continues the view  that the main

stimulus to migration is rural poverty, but it plac es greater emphasis

on the role of rural-urban wage differentials in de termining the level

of migration.

B.  Wealth:

Critics of the Lewis model have focussed on the pos sibility that far

from it being the poor, it is the wealthier who mig rate.   There are

two possible explanations for this.   One is that t he constraints on

migration, notably access to information about jobs  and the cost of

migrating, are such that only the better off can ov ercome them.  The

second is that the wealthy, either because of bette r skills and

education or because of access to investment capita l as a complement

to their labour or both, can gain higher wages as m igrants than the

poor could.

C.  Differential Access to Opportunities:

Central to Connell et al.'s view is the thesis that  the true

explanation of migration lies in a combination of t he two effects just

listed via the inequality of rural incomes.   Their  conclusion that

migration is caused by and the cause of inequality springs from the

view that: "Surplus extracted from the economy by t he rich in villages

where resources are unevenly distributed finances t he migration of

their sons; the poverty of the labourers (due to su rplus extraction)

forces them to migrate".

D.  Risk:

Given the restricted and unreliable income opportun ities which are

typical of subsistence farming, there may be a prem ium on employment

abroad because it is more secure.  Even if it is ju st as risky, having
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a second job abroad may help a rural household to s pread its risks and

reduce its overall vulnerability.

E.  Capital Shortage:

If shortage of capital is a major constant on rural  production, it may

be that emigration offers a way to break this const raint.   This

motive for migration is one that may lie behind wha t is known as

target migration, and is hence specifically associa ted with short term

migration.  The capital required may be working cap ital or fixed

capital.  In the case of working capital, migration  may be undertaken

to support the migrant's family until new cash crop s, especially long

maturing ones such as tree crops, start to pay off as well as to

finance purchases of new inputs such as fertilisers .  It is also

possible that migration might finance a change in o ccupation; from

farming to trade and crafts for example.

F.  Dependency Ratios:

A.V. Chayanov first drew attention to the interdepe ndence of the

consumption and production functions in the economi c decisions of

subsistence households (Thorner  1966).  His concep t of the consumer:

worker (C:W) ratio has since been formalised by Sen  (1966).  It would

be surprising if the C:W ratio did not have a power ful bearing on the

decision to migrate where the migrant remains a par t of the

subsistence household for decision making purposes.   This seems likely

where migration is short term, male dominated and c haracterised by a

high level of remittance to the household.

G.  Life Cycle:

Chayanov further showed how the C:W ratio, and henc e the economic

equilibrium, of a subsistence household changes ove r the life of the

family from the initial establishment on marriage, through the years

of heavy dependency with many young children, to th e entry of these

children into the workforce themselves.  Migration in a subsistence

society, where migration is predominantly short ter m, can be expected
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to be arranged to substitute for a particular secti on of the life

cycle.  This is what lies behind the observed predo minence of certain

age groups among migrants.  Connell et al. quote 76 % of Taiwanese

migrants as being between 15 and 24.  They however ascribe this to "a

limited integration into the village social system"  rather than to

dependancy pressures.  They also stress in this con text the importance

of marriage and bride price as a stimulus to 'targe t migration'.

There is good reason to believe that a Chayanovian life cycle does

operate within the traditional sector of the Y.A.R.   economy.  Figure

1 shows the frequency of the various classes of far m size within the

Dhamar region plotted against the age of the farmer .  Although all

farms are very small, older farmers do tend to hold  the larger

holdings.  Interviews with herdsmen, camel drivers and shopkeepers

show that these activities too are not regarded as lifetime careers,

but as a stage in a career that may involve two or three activities

prior to taking over all or part of the family farm .

Without hard data to support it, the impression is that emigration is

radically altering this life cycle.  Some of the pe ripheral activities

mentioned are being undertaken by still younger mem bers of the family

while the young men whose province they had previou sly been emigrate.

Other such activities, most especially trading and shopkeeping, are

being taken over by rather older men, often returni ng migrants.  This

is because with booming markets in imported goods, trading is a

worthwhile full time occupation rather than a fill- in activity to tide

over a  slack period in the life cycle.

In conclusion it is important to highlight the diff erence in

motivation that lies implicit in the difference bet ween permanent and

short term migration. Permanent migration implies a n indifference on

the part of the migrant to the future cf the region  of origin.  In

that case any social or economic transformation in that region can

only come about via some automatic effect of migrat ion, rising

man:land ratios in the 'Lewis' case, rising inequal ity in the Connell

et al. case.
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Short term migration, by contrast, if it is intenti onally rather then

forcedly short term, implies an expectation on the part of the migrant

that his travels will enable him to return to an im proved position.

It is the precise way that he expects to achieve th at improved

position which will determine whether short term mi gration can

generate an economic and social transformation or n ot.  For example,

if short term migration is merely a more lucrative way of filling a

slack period in the life cycle, i.e.  pre-marriage,  pre-inheritance,

than remaining as a herder, then the improved posit ion on return is

merely a different point in the old life cycle.

If on the other hand it is designed to finance a ch ange in technique,

cropping pattern or occupation, then a transformati on is likely.

It will be the aim of the second section of this pa per to test, as far

as the data allows, the extent to which the above t heoretically

possible set of motivations are applicable in the a rea under study.
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2.  Duration of Migration

Before the development of modern transport, interna tional migration

was a fairly permanent step.  Until the second worl d war, with the

exception of indentured workers under a colonial sy stem, the bulk of

migrants took their families with them and intended  either to spend a

large part of their lifetime abroad or never to ret urn.  After the

second world war the development of industry in Eur ope, along with

increasing nationalist barriers to permanent migrat ion, led to a shift

in emphasis towards shorter term, male dominated, m igration coupled

with the remittance of a large proportion of earnin gs to the home

country.  Classic cases have been Pakistan and espe cially Turkey.

Evidence from Sudan quoted by Stark shows that migr ants often start in

wage earning employment and once established shift to self employed,

entrepreneurial, activity in the informal sector (S tark 1976).  It is

possible to see the difference between the pre and post second world

war phases as being due to the erection of barriers  to the shift from

wage employment to petty trading etc in the host co untry.  In Saudi

Arabia, for example, activities such as taxi drivin g are restricted to

Saudi nationals.  In 1976 this restriction was exte nded to the

ownership of businesses, prompting many Yemeni trad ers to repatriate

their capital (Birks and Sinclair 1980).

Certainly the impression is, from meeting Yemenis, that the older

generation, going to Sudan and Ethiopia especially,  were mostly

involved in trading, shopkeeping and transport and expected to remain

for considerable periods.  They took their families  with them and only

returned permanently on retirement.   By contrast t he current

generation rarely take their families and reported lengths of stay do

not exceed two or three years.  They often make len gthy visits home in

that period as well.   More rarely migrants are met  who have been

sufficiently successful in wage labour to make a ca reer within one

company in Saudi Arabia and to extend their stay.   Even these however

do not always establish a household abroad, preferr ing to remain

single with return to the Y.A.R.  still the ultimat e goal.
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Although the time spans involved and the nature of employment abroad

have changed, Yemeni emigrants have always retained  strong links with

their home region.  Bujra (1971) describes how the Hadrami 2 community

in Malaysia, a long term settlement, took steps to ban intermarriage

with the local population, itself Muslim.  Similarl y links between

Hadramaut and Hyderabad were so close that intertri bal rivalries from

the Yemen were mirrored in politics at the Nizam's court and court

politics reflected back to the Hadramaut.  Eventual  British involve-

ment in these squabbles led to their entry into Had ramauti affairs

(Gavin 1975).

                    
2    Hadramaut – a region in the Eastern half of the Peo ples Democratic

Republic of Yemen, i.e.  the old Aden Protectorate.
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3. Remittances

The level of remittances and the use to which they are put naturally

depend on the precise mixture of motives which prom pted the act of

migration.  Again the difference between short term  and permanent

migration is important.  In the case of permanent m igration,

remittances may be expected to be lower in proporti on to earnings and

to tail off over time.  (They may perhaps be seen a s a payment by the

migrant to secure his release from the subsistence household, and

perhaps also as an insurance premium against the ri sk of failure in

migration).  The disposal of remittances by short t erm migrants is a

more complex matter.

A.  Consumption

That proportion of remittances which is devoted to consumption must be

considered in two parts.  First is that which is me rely the

replacement of the production foregone by the relea se of the migrant

from the labour force.  Second and more important i s the extra

consumption generated by the higher incomes.  The f irst part depends

on the extent of the production loss due to migrati on.  This will be

discussed in more detail below.  The second depends  on the income

elasticities of the various consumer goods and on t he size, of the

increase in income.

Underlying the whole is the problem of perceived ti me horizons.  If

the migration is expected to be short term, then an y increase in

income resulting should be perceived as transitory in Friedmanite

terminology.  Given a lower marginal propensity to consume (MPC) from

transitory  income, the expectation would be that c onsumption from

short term migrant remittances would be low.  Cet. Par, this would

predict high savings from short term international migrant remittances

and correspondingly high social benefit.

An analysis of the Y.A.R.  import bill, while insuf ficient as a

rigorous test of this theses, gives some grounds fo r a tentative

acceptance.  Figure 2 plots private transfers, almo st entirely
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remittances, between 1971/2 and 1976/7, while Figur e 3 plots net

transfers against total imports on the private acco unt and against

imports of consumer goods.  Figure 4 shows movement s in the percentage

shares of the import bill taken up by the different  categories of

goods: foodstuffs, manufactured consumer goods, int ermediate goods,

construction materials and machinery and equipment.
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Given a very low level of private, or indeed public , account exports,

it is safe to assume that private imports are almos t entirely financed

by remittances.  The close correlation of private t ransfers and

private imports between 1971 and 1975 (Figure 3) su pports this

assumption and also the assumption that, given very  retricted supplies

domestically, remittances were almost entirely spen t on imported

goods, in the earlier years at least.  Even later o n by far the major

proportion was spent on imports.  On this basis it is reasonable to

use the various categories of imported goods as ind ications of the

propensities to consume and save.

Figure 3 in fact shows that the average and hence t he marginal

propensity to consume from remittances, ex hypothes i transitory

income, is fairly low even at the low income levels  prevalent in the

early 1970s.  The way imported consumer goods resis ted the dip in
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remittances in 1973/4 also gives some support to a 'permanent income

hypothesis' of short term migration.  The way the t wo curves in Figure

3 diverge after 1974, as remittances really began t o take off, shows

that the MPC to consume from remittances is not onl y fairly low, but

it is also decreasing rapidly as income rises.   Th is is as most

income theories would predict.  Similarly the diver gence of private

transfers, even net of capital export, from total p rivate imports, as

shown in Figure 3 up to 1977/78, indicates a declin ing marginal

propensity to import from remittances.

Analysis of imports by category reinforces the view  that the

propensity to consume from remittances is low.  Fig ure 4 shows the

movements in the relative shares of the various cat egories.  The share

of foodstuffs is falling and that of machinery and equipment rising.

The large absolute rise in foodstuff imports couple d with a declining

share is entirely in accord with the Engel curve pr edictions - that

elasticities of demand for foodstuffs with respect to income will be

high at the low initial levels of income in the Y.A .R.,  but that they

will also decline quite rapidly.  The one caveat is  that this assumes

that there was no surge in domestic production of f oodstuffs on which

remittances might have been spent.  As will be show n below, there is

no evidence for such a surge, just the opposite in fact.

Less predictable than the decline in the share of f oodstuffs is the

failure of the share of manufactured consumer goods  to increase

greatly.  Even more surprising is the fact that des pite a very obvious

construction boom in Yemen, the share of constructi on materials is

similarly steady.
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In conclusion it seems that some of the gloomier pr edictions of

Swanson, Birks and Sinclair and the World Bank quot ed in the

introduction are not justified.  It even appears th at some of the

accusations that excessive consumerism results from  emigration may be

based on rather naive assumptions.  Böhning, for ex ample, says that

"observers are agreed that returning migrants engag e in conspicuous

consumption of durables, non-durables and housing" (Böhning 1975) .

It is more charitable, and more realistic, to inter pret these

'observations' as evidence of a perfectly general e ffect totally

unrelated to migration and 'consumerist attitudes',  namely the high

income elasticities of demand for these commodities  at the low income

levels prevalent in migrant societies.  There is, i n fact, concealed

in comments like Böhning's the totally unjustified and highly

normative, judgement that migrants should display a n asceticism which

would not be expected of anyone else at similar inc ome levels.

However, that is not to deny that there may be exte rnal constraints

which would force migrants towards higher levels of  consumer spending

than they would wish.  The complex issues lying beh ind the migrant's

investment decision are discussed below.  Here it i s sufficient to

anticipate that discussion by saying that it is pos sible for the range

of investment opportunities to be highly constricte d and unrewarding.

In that case migrants may be forced to consume a hi gher proportion of

their remittances.   This can be seen as acting on their consumption

decision in three interlocking ways.  One is that u nrewarding

investments imply a lower 'permanent income' and he nce a higher

propensity to consume from 'permanent income'.  A s econd possibility

is that a lower permanent income is an incentive to  lengthen the

duration of migration and remittances become a less  'transitory'

element of income.  A third is that, while the perc eption of

remittances remains transitory and expectations of permanent income

remain unchanged, the lack of investment opportunit ies blocks any

effort to transform transitory into permanent by sa ving and

remittances are therefore consumed as a 'windfall' gain.

Lastly, somewhat outside the foregoing discussion, there is the

possibility that consumption itself is an investmen t as far as the
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individual is concerned.   Returning to the point t hat intentionally

short term migration postulates an improved positio n to return to

remittances which are spent on consumption may be s een as an

investment in that return.  This may take the form of tiding the

migrant's family over until a more prosperous point  on the life cycle

is reached.  Otherwise migrants may finance their r elatives'

consumption to maintain their right to return to th at more prosperous

point.  With the exception of the prodigal son, mig rants can expect

problems claiming their inheritance if they do not remit.  At one

stage removed from this, remittance financed expend iture on improved

housing and on 'status' consumption and other goods  may be seen as

investment in status itself and this is an integral  part of the

bidding for resources discussed in the next section .

B.  Bidding for Resources

Connell et al. point to the possibility that remitt ances will be

devoted to competitive bidding for the scarce resou rces of the home

area: "With few alternatives savings are realistica lly devoted to

security and to the enhancement of the family in th e community"

(1976).  This will be reflected in rising land pric es.  Bride prices

will also rise where marriage is important for stat us and especially

where it involves land transfer.  Even higher consu mption levels may

reflect a form of bidding for status and power.

Y.A.R.  land prices have certainly risen very sharp ly over recent

years.  Swanson gives prices per Shakla (equal to 1 /127 th  of an acre)

of 100 to 200 YR in the early 1960s, 1,000 YR in 19 74 and 2,500 YR in

1976, (the latter was for particularly high quality  land).  The riyal

was fixed at par with the dollar in 1964 but had fa llen to around 4.5

YR to the US$ by 1973.  Given some dollar inflation  over the decade,

the change in land prices between 1964 and 1974 was  not significantly

positive in real terms and may have been negative.  Since 1974 the

riyal has remained at 4.5 to the dollar and the ris e in land prices to

1976 was clearly very significant.  Swanson and Myn tti (1980 draft)

also report of their areas what is observable throu ghout, namely

intensive competition for land, especially building  land within the
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villages.  This is so intense that both legal dispu tes and violent

feuds have multiplied considerably.

Bride prices have also increased to very substantia l sums.  It was not

unusual to have 100,000 Yemen Riyals (£10,000 Sterl ing approx.) quoted

in 1979.  This rise is a cause of considerable deba te as to the

morality of the whole procedure and especially of t he prices now

asked.

There is also a fair amount of rather more benefici al 'status

expenditure in the form of village water projects a nd other public

works.  However since it is common for charges to b e made for such

services it is difficult to draw the line between ' status' and

ordinary investment.

C.  Education

Education can be regarded as an investment in furth er migration and

from the migrant's point of view  in higher earning children to support

his old age.  Remittances finance education both di rectly, in fees

etc., and indirectly by supporting the consumption of children who

would otherwise join the productive workforce.

There is plenty of evidence of a strong desire for education among

rural Yemenis.  By the standards of many LDCs the Y .A.R. has always

been a country where education both received respec t and was available

at a minimum level to large numbers.  In Zaydi area s many villages

have always had a 'Sayyid' to lead the prayers and teach religion to

most children and perhaps reading and writing to a few.  With

migration and higher incomes and aspirations this s ystem is now rather

looked down on and villages are eager to set up the ir own modern

schools.  Many have built a schoolhouse on their ow n initiative but

they have been frustrated by an acute shortage of t eachers.

D.  Investment for Production

The extent to which migrant remittances are investe d in production

will be a major determinant of the social value of remittances and of

international short term migration.  However, the v ery lack of income
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generating opportunities which stimulates migration  indicates a lack

of investment opportunities.

A simple model of a 'labour firm' household will ma ke some of the

issues clear.  Let:

Where:

 Y  = Total income of the household

 θ = Domestic output of the household, a function of c apital
(K) and labour (L) inputs

 W = Net wage obtainable by emigration

 E = Number of members migrating

And:

Where:

I = family labour allocated to maintaining the capi tal

stock, either directly or by cash farming or wage

labour to buy in capital goods.

For simplicity it is easiest to conceive of those m igrants whose

earnings are devoted to investment as being include d under I.

Total family labour available M, for simplicity ass umed fixed and

unaffected by the leisure income trade off, is defi ned as:

Simple maximisation procedures then give the follow ing:
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Where θ’ L is the marginal productivity of labour in direct p roduction,

θ’ KK’ I     is the marginal productivity of labour via capital cre ation,

and:

is the change in investment resulting from a given

change in emigration.

For emigration to take place at all W must be great er than θ’ L,

otherwise there is no incentive to emigrate.  Howev er, while (W - θ’ L)

will be positive, it will only determine the size o f any change in

investment resulting from emigration.  The directio n of that change

must be determined by the denominator: ( θ’ L - θ’ K K’ I ).  On basic

assumptions, θ’ L = θ’ K K’ I   in the equilibrium which preexisted the

opening of the way to emigration.  The way the thre e elements of the

denominator change relative to each other because o f emigration will,

therefore, determine the sign of ( θ’ L - θ’ K K’ I ), and hence of .

Changes in K’ I  relative to θ’ L will depend on the shape of the

capital formation and production functions; more fo rmally on the

second derivatives K” I  and θ” L .  If for example the capital formation

function is labour intensive and inelastic in subst itution between

labour and other factors, relative to the productio n function, the

withdrawal of labour will raise K’ I  faster than θ’ L, and vice versa.  A

good practical example might be draught power in a peasant agriculture

such as exists in the Y.A.R.  Maintaining high qual ity draught oxen in

the Y.A.R. is a labour intense activity involving c areful hand feeding

with expensive fodder.  There are few areas with gr azing of a quality

to support cattle.

In such a case investment may be expected to fall w ith emigration

unless θ’ K falls sufficiently sharply relative to θ’ L to offset the

rise in K’ I.

Under what circumstances might θ’ K be expected to fall with

emigration?  There are two aspects to this.  The fi rst is the extent

to which capital is labour saving or using, and the  second the extent

to which it is 'land' using or saving.  (‘Land’ her e is shorthand for

E

I

∂
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all non-labour, non-capital factors.)  Let labour-u sing, hence land-

saving,  capital have a marginal productivity θ’ KL and land-using, hence

labour-saving capital, θ’ KH . θ’ KL will rise as labour is drawn off and

θ’ KH will fall.  To consider the case of draught oxen fo r a second

time, the effect is ambiguous to the extent that th eir use is both

labour-saving, replacing hand ploughing, and land-s aving, hence

labour-using, by increasing yields through manuring  and better quality

cultivation.  In a surplus labour economy, however,  it may be expected

that it is the land-saving, labour-using aspect whi ch dominates,

particularly in activities such as interrow cultiva tion which are

aimed at improving yields rather than ensuring the crop as a whole.

It is here important to stress that none of the abo ve effects apply

while 'surplus labour' persists, since that implies  no change in any

of the marginal productivities will result from mig ration.  However,

in an economy originally 'surplus labour' and movin g away from it, the

underlying production functions may be expected to be strongly

influenced by the original circumstances even when the actual

'surplus' has been removed.  The capital formation function may well

therefore display a tendency to labour intensity an d the capital stock

mix a tendency to land-saving and labour-using.  As  shown above, if

these hold then a negative value of would be predict ed, unless

θ’ L rises very quickly in response to emigration, to of fset the

rise in θ’ K K’ I  .

However a sharp rise in θ’ L would diminish (W - θ’ L ), lessening

and ultimately choking off the migration itself.

The important prediction to be drawn out of this mo del is that

emigration will not stimulate investment within a t raditional

subsistence sector where disguised unemployment or,  at best, low

returns to labour, dominate.  It is only major, ext ernally generated,

parametric shifts in the capital formation and prod uction functions

open to agriculture which can make increased invest ment a likely

outcome of emigration.  Such shifts might result fr om a redistribution

of resources if emigration promoted consolidation o f holdings but this

can only be expected if there is marked inequality in the gains from
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emigration.  It would also create the need to find permanent

employment outside agriculture for those displaced by consolidation.

Within the circumstances of short term, high remitt ance international

migration, the first is unlikely and the second not  possible.  If,

therefore, remittances are to be of long term socia l benefit, it is

crucial that new techniques and especially new and cheaper capital

goods are introduced to raise the capital formation  and production

functions.

Some concrete examples observed in the Y.A.R.  may make clear the kind

of shifts which this model calls for.

Terracing would seem to be a good example of capita l which is labour

intensive in formation and land-saving in intent.  The model would

predict such capital as least likely to attract inv estment on

emigration.  This fits with the much quoted observe d decay of

terracing.  There has been a more positive shift in  draught power

usage (MPWR 1978).  The introduction of tractors ha s allowed the

traditional pair of oxen, previously necessary for the difficult first

ploughing, to be replaced in some areas by a camel which can carry out

all other cultivation once  a tractor has done the first plough.  It

is not clear to what extent this represents a shift  from land-saving

to labour-saving methods, i.e. by accepting lower y ields due to poorer

cultivation in return for lower labour inputs, and to what extent it

represents the introduction of cheaper capital.  Th e first would be an

impact on θ’ K changinq the capital mix.  The second would be an input

on K’ I  .   Cheaper capital goods mean that less labour ha s to be

expended to obtain them.  Either way the effect is to hold θ’ K K’ I

below θ’ L , and so maintain a positive .

One last case is that of irrigation pumps.   Those are unambiguously

land-saving and labour-using, relative to dry land farming.   However,

relative to the previous well-irrigation technique,  using animals
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which required permanent supervision to raise water , pumps are both

cheaper and less labour intensive.

In conclusion the need for investment funds is unli kely to be the

initial motive behind emigration, unless a new, att ractive investment

opportunity makes an appearance.  Even in that case  migration is

unlikely to last long.  If the investment proves su ccessful, it should

soon become self-financing.   With this last minor exception,

therefore, Connell et al.'s words "the low investme nt potential that

generates migration leads to the failure to use rem ittances for

investment in agriculture" have considerable force.    However this

pessimism is too absolute.  There are two ways in w hich emigration may

of itself create the parametric shifts necessary to  open up

opportunities for investment.  The first is by gene rating foreign

exchange to purchase capital goods more cheaply tha n they could be

manufactured domestically.  The second is by the ac quisition of

technical knowledge by the emigrants themselves and  their introduction

of the new techniques on their return.

For the first possibility to be realised two things  are vital; that

capital goods can be made available and that they a re sufficiently

adapted to the country that their use will result i n the production of

consumer goods at prices competitive with imports.  The first is a

simple point involving merely the provision of adeq uate infra-

structure, ports, roads etc.  The second is the key , since if that

condition is not met the migrant will do better to continue to

migrate, or even to invest abroad, and live off pur chases of imports.

It is the difficulty of competing with imports whic h lies, behind a

tendency to concentrate remittance investments in n on-tradeable

services, housing, transport etc. rather than in th e production of

tradeables: agricultural and industrial goods.

This feature is prominent in the Y.A.R.  where 55% of machinery and

equipment imports in 1976/77 were transport equipme nt.

Swanson makes this point perhaps too strongly, sayi ng that "the

international market is dominated by established in dustrial nations

and is no longer readily accessible to the small en trepreneur with
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only a limited amount of capital.  The migrant must  therefore confine

himself to the inflated and highly competitive loca l market which

services the international market."

Such investment in services, transport etc., may re inforce the

uncompetitive nature of domestic production by chea pening the

distribution of imports.  However it is important t o stress that it

does not create it.  Where domestic goods are compe titive, good

transport is an asset not otherwise.

The second way in which emigration can open up inve stment

possibilities, by the emigrants' acquisition of ski lls and knowledge

of new techniques, has been much discussed.  The ke y feature is the

nature of the employment which migrants obtain abro ad.  Harris (quoted

in Connell et al.) found that New Guinea migrants b rought back coffee

plants from the plantations in which they worked an d stimulated a

general move to cash cropping.  On the other hand m ost discussions of

‘Mediterranean' type migration have stressed how in appropriate the

mass production, urban, skills acquired by, for exa mple, Turkish

migrants to developed Europe are when they return t o rural Turkey.  As

far as the Y.A.R.  is concerned, it is possible to see the heavy

investment in service sectors and especially in hou sing as reflecting

the employment of the majority of migrants in the c onstruction and

service sectors of Saudi Arabia.  In 1975 26% of al l foreigners in

Saudi were employed in construction, a further 26% in community

services and 17% in trade (Birks and Sinclair 1979) .  Given that

Yemenis are among the least skilled migrants the pe rcentages of Yemeni

migrants in construction can be expected to be high er.

By contrast many of the newer agricultural techniqu es now current in

the Y.A.R.  seem to have first made their appearanc e, albeit on a

smaller scale, before the emigration to Saudi Arabi a.  These

techniques may have been acquired in Aden, Sudan an d Ethiopia, i.e.

the previous dominant migration destinations where Yemenis were active

in more rural environments than in Saudi.

The sector of employment of migrants will determine  how useful any

skills acquired may be to their home community.  It  is unfortunate
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that the agricultural sector, which offers the most  useful training to

migrants, is usually that which host governments ar e most determined

to protect from labour competition.  This is certai nly the case in

Saudi Arabia (Birks and Sinclair 1980) .

In conclusion on remittances, Connell et al. quote several surveys

showing that up to 96% of remittance expenditures g o on household

consumption, with education expenditure next at up to 12%, while farm

investment is as little as 4%.  In comparison to th is, the make up of

Y.A.R. imports as discussed above would indicate th at the Yemen is

doing considerably better, with up to 40% of import s going on capital

and intermediate goods.  The reasons for this good performance may be

sought firstly in a high absolute level of earnings  from migration [a

large (W - θ’ L )  in terms of the model].  The massive volume of

Y.A.R. migrant remittances would be the envy of any  LDC  in the world.

THe second reason is a relatively wide range of inv estment

opportunities [( θ’ L - θ’ K K’ I ) > 0].

In short, there are strong grounds for accepting Sw anson's view that

the Yemeni emigrant suffers in no way from ‘"peasan t conservatism",

lack of imagination, or the like’.  However there i s less reason to

accept that there is a ‘failure to successfully inv est’ and that

‘given the inflated and fragmented nature of the in vestment market and

the rapidly increasing cost of living in Yemen (the  dream of settling

in Yemen) is fading quickly.  As a result more and more emigrants are

choosing to settle abroad on a permanent basis’.  I t may undoubtedly

happen, and if it does it will be as Swanson says b ecause it proves

impossible to break the constraints on investment.  However the

evidence as yet shows levels of saving and investme nt as high if not

higher than might reasonably be expected given the interlocking

effects of the perceived ‘transitory income’, of th e income

elasticities of demand for consumer goods at low in come levels and of

the investment decision problem all discussed above .

This is not to deny the urgency of the need to broa den the investment

opportunities available.  No one who has seen farme rs sinking hundreds

of thousands of Yemen Rivals into wells in solid ro ck to find bare
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cupfuls of water can do that.  There are also the f irst signs that the

competitive pressures in the current investment fie lds which Swanson

describes are beginning to be a barrier to further investment.  The

first sign is the failure of intermediate goods imp orts to rise in

parallel with capital goods.  This may indicate a f alling off in

utilisation.  This is especially so for vehicles, t he major item of

capital imports.  The share of fuel in the import b ill shows a decline

if anything.  The second sign is a slight increase in private

transfers out of the Y.A.R.  relative to transfers in (see Figure 2).

This may indicate the beginnings of an outflow of c apital to seek more

productive investments abroad.  In absolute terms h owever, this effect

is, as yet, small.  Lastly there has been a conside rable increase in

the level of Time and Savings deposits relative to demand deposits

despite low real interest rates, (Figure 5).  This may be partly the

result, of improving banking services and a spreadi ng appreciation of

the value of interest, but it may also reflect fall ing returns to

investment.
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4.  Social Structure and Change.

Nasr identifies a "prédominance des clivages vertic aux sur les

hiérarchies sociales au sem des sociétés orientales  pré-modernes"

(Chevallier Ed.  1979).  Stern in similar vein note s a “lack of

articulation in medieval islamic society” (Stern an d Hourani 1970).
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Both comments were directed at middle eastern urban  societies but they

are applicable to both rural and urban sectors of t he Yemen as it was

until the current wave of change got under way, and  as it still

largely remains.  Yemeni society may be characteris ed as tribal but

the tribe is not the key social unit.  The village or even a

subsection of a village is.  In areas where larger landlords hold land

in several villages, or  where prosperity has allowed a village to

expand and throw off sub hamlets, a small group of villages may act in

common, but the first is unusual and neither condit ion is immutable.

Groups shift and change frequently and whole units may even change

tribes if circumstances make it worthwhile.

Within the village the bulk of the population, at l east in the

mountain area of Dhamar on which this study is focu ssed, belong to the

small farming class.  The only exceptions are one o r two families of

the landless Muzayyinin, who perform such despised tasks as

slaughtering, and sometimes the Sayyid.  The latter  belongs to the

family of the Prophet who are traditionally above t ribal disputes.

Members of this class are sometimes employed as the  leader of village

prayers and as schoolmaster.  Even these latter div isions are far from

rigid.  Muzzayinin seem able to become farmers if t hey manage to

acquire the resources.  The Sayyid class may own an d work land.  In

some cases a whole village considers itself Sayyid,  yet economically

it is indistinguishable from the surrounding tribal  villages.

Prior to the revolution currency was in short suppl y.  Only Maria

Teresa silver dollars were widely current.  There w as no paper money

and small change was so scarce that it sold at a pr emium to the Maria

Teresa (Ghaleb 1962).  In many villages a system of  communal barter

therefore ruled.   The Sayyid and Muzzayinin  received so many rows of

crop from each field for their services.  In the oc casional villages

with a Jewish community they had similar rights in payment for the

tanning and shoemaking they did. 3

                    
3 The bulk of the Yemeni Jews fled to Israel in 1948,  mainly, it
appears, to escape poverty rather than persecution.   Unlike their
Muslim neighbours they were fortunate in that they were encouraged by
Israel to go permanently.  Saudi Arabia does not al low the same to the
Yemenis.
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In contrast to the tightly interlocking nature of t he village

community, relations with other villages or with th e towns are

irregular and weak.  Few areas generate a sufficien tly regular surplus

of any kind to establish strong trading links.  Com petition for land

is a constant source of friction leading to violent , often fatal,

feuds, sometimes even within the village but more c ommonly between

villages.  In short Nasr's vertical cleavages betwe en small village

groupings and Stern's lack of articulation are both  marked in the

poorer parts of rural Yemen, of which Dhamar is one .

The traditional government system which was superim posed on the tribal

system also had only limited relations with the cou ntryside.  Taxation

was kept up and a minimum of security and allegianc e maintained.

That apart, government served mainly as a court of appeal for the

interminable disputes and as a last resort for the poor.  In no sense

was it expected to enforce its judgement as a court  or to actively

seek out and help the poor.  In short, taxation apa rt, it was up to

the ruled to what extent they sought to involve the  ruler.  At lower

levels the tribal leader's power is similarly const rained.  Even for

taxation in the unsettled post revolutionary era so me remoter, poorer

and more unruly areas appear to have won the tacit right to ignore

their obligations.

With exceptions in some of the better watered areas , especially those

relatively intensive in capital-costly canals, most  farmers are owner

occupiers rather than tenants.  The Montane Plains and Wadi Rima

project (MPWR 1978) reports of 1975/6 that 90% of D hamar province was

owner-farmed and that 49% of all households rented in no land at all.

Only 7% rented in more than 40% of their holdings.  70% of all farms

were under 5 hectares while the average size was 4. 5 hectares.  No

holdings over 20 hectares were recorded.  Figure 6 shows how very even

the distribution of land is in Dhamar governorate.  Farms are highly

concentrated in the smallest size class.  It should  be noted however,

that the data used was gained by interviewing rathe r than measurement,

and that the conversion of a multitude of localised  area measurements

into their hectare equivalent can only be approxima te.
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With the exception of one area with permanent irrig ation, where fixed

in-kind rents apply, rented land is sharecropped.  Shares to the

landlord range from one third down to one eighth.  He may also be

required to harvest his own share.  Other inputs ma y also be share-

cropped, not necessarily only from the landlord, no r only by tenant

farmers.  The two most important such inputs are li vestock and as a

recent development, pump irrigation.  The farmer ga ins the use of the

livestock, draught or milk cattle from the owner at  a cost of the

fodder and labour required to maintain it.  The out put, either

ploughing or milk and offspring is divided between the farmer and the

animal's owner.  In a region where rainfall is scan ty and erratic,

irrigation is a highly valuable input.  The owner o f a pump usually

receives a full half share of the crop. 4

Inheritance is based on the strict Muslim provision s whereby all

members of the immediate family, both male and fema le, have an

inalienable right to a fixed proportion.  This is a  formula for

persistent fragmentation.  On the other hand it mil itates against the

development and survival of powerful landlord famil ies and in some

                    
4 There are, however, no proprietary rights in flowi ng water, beyond
that of irrigating riparian land on the principle o f upstream first.

Figure 6     Distribution of Landholdings by Size: Dhamar
Number of Holdings

Data: Homsi, 1979
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ways provides a more active land market than would otherwise be the

case.  This is because sale is sometimes the only w ay to realise a

legacy in a sufficiently divisible form to meet the  claims upon it.

It is also clearly a system better adapted to 'labo ur farm' operation

where the decision unit is the family, not the indi vidual.

Overall, therfore, Y.A.R.  agricultural society is characterised by .

relatively perfect equal markets within the village , where a flexible

range of bargains over labour, land and input excha nge may be struck.

External markets where considerations of security, trust and transport

cost become paramount are much less perfect.  This imperfection

applies most strongly to the immobile factor land, less so to labour

and least of all to commodities which may be fairly  freely traded to

towns or to other villages.  The nature of the barr iers created are

well illustrated by the tendency for villagers in n eed to sell their

land to merchants in the nearby towns, but to conti nue to farm the

land as sharecroppers.  It is not in the merchant's  power to prevent

this.  He cannot operate the land himself since he has no way of

entering the interlocking village community, nor wo uld any other

tenant he might prefer.  Distress sales of this typ e appear to have

taken place most notably, judging by respondents' m emories, in the

drought of the 1940s.  It is worth noting that simi lar comments are

not made of the drought of the late 1960s perhaps i ndicating that,

even during the civil war, new transport facilities , greater levels of

imports and the beginnings of access to work abroad  had eased the

pressure on farmers.

Which brings us to the impact of emigration and of contact with the

modern world on Yemen's  rural society.  Central to  Connell, Dasgupta,

Laishley and Lipton's work is the belief that, what ever may be the

other stimulants to migration, "it is intra-rural i nequality (which)

is at once the main cause and a serious consequence  of rural

emigration.”  Yet the picture given above cannot re ally fit this

thesis.  While intra-rural inequality undoubtedly e xists in some

parts, it is far from dominant in Dhamar.  Just the  opposite.  While

inequality between villages is very marked because of differing land

endowments, inequality within villages is the excep tion rather than
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the rule.  Given the 'cleavages' between villages t here seems no way

in which inter-village inequality could be articula ted as a pressure

to migrate.  There is a greater degree of articulat ion between town

and village but even this is weak and only signific ant in one or two

areas.

Similarly the case for emigration as a cause of int ra-rural inequality

does not seem to fit the Yemen so far.  The case la rgely rests on the

on the ability of the rich to gain access to better  paid jobs in

migration than do the poor.  Thus they can finance their own continued

dominance at home and also their access to even bet ter paid positions

in migration.   The reasons this is not applicable are threefold.

First is the homogeneity of migrants in social stan ding and wealth -

in short the relative equality of pre-existing Yeme n society,

dominated as it is by small farmers.  Second is the  homogeneity of

work in migration.  Since the migration is internat ional, access to

the jobs which would be the prerogative of the weal thy migrant in the

Connell model, jobs in government and commerce, is blocked.  Third is

the fact that those jobs for the wealthy do exist i n the Yemen itself.

The better off are therefore distracted from/migrat ion by better

opportunities domestically.  Since returns to migra tion are high

relative to these domestic opportunities, this less ens the internal

pressures to inequality generated by expanding gove rnment and commerce

sectors by their very nature easier of access to th e wealthy and

educated.

This process can in fact be taken one step further.    While the

wealthy are in this way being attracted to the urba n elite, higher

wages and shortages of tenants in rural areas due t o migration are

making it less worthwhile for them to hold on to la nd holdings.  As

the desire of returning migrants to 'bid for resour ces' is raising the

price of land, it is increasingly worth the landlor ds' while to sell

out.  There is much anecdotal evidence, at least, t hat this is

happening and that farmers are buying in land from the urban

landlords.  In Swanson's words, therefore, emigrati on “instead of

causing consolidation of holdings has led to a crys tallisation of land

ownership patterns”.  This is supported by Figure 6 , which shows that
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in 1979, the year of survey, there was no evidence of differentiation

in holding size.

The few landlords there are who are seeking to adop t more capitalistic

farming are finding this difficult.  They seem incr easingly wistful

for their previous power.  Several such figures, of ten tribal Shaykhs

as well, have been assassinated in recent years, pe rhaps reflecting

these tensions.  It is also noticeable that this st ruggle between

tribesmen and Shaykh, while more recent in Dhamar a nd other more

northern areas, seems to have been taking place in southern areas for

much longer.  The southern areas are those where mi grants to and

through Aden had been active some decades prior to the sudden flood

into Saudi Arabia.  This latter, by contrast, was t he first time

emigration affected Dhamar extensively.

Lastly while interviewees’ comments on social topic s must be regarded

as suspiciously subjective, there are plenty who ar e willing to

complain that even the despised Muzayyinin are usin g migration to

fight their way to more equal status.  There are al so plenty of

farmers to be met whom their neighbours are willing  to stigmatise as

ex-Muzayyinin.

Even inter-village inequality may be broken down by  emigration,

despite the many barriers described.  The very high  bride prices now

being quoted and complained of may reflect an incre asing tendency of

returning migrants to try and buy their way into be tter off

communities by marriage.  Within the normal marriag e circle, close

cousins are distinctly  preferred, a high bride pri ce would generally

not be expected and their function appears to be to  ward off

outsiders.

Nasr demonstrates that it was an ability to overcom e the traditional

cleavages in Muslim society which allowed the Armen ian migrants into

Beirut to make a success of their enterprise and to  take part in the

development of a more hierarchical, class-based soc iety.  The Kurds,

by contrast, failed in this and remained as a disti nct ethnic group

with a limited role as labourers (Chevallier Ed. 19 79).  If Y.A.R.

migration is to have a positive long term effect in  transforming both
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society and economy it is in a similar shift from c leavage to

hierarchy that it must be sought.

The key to such a shift will be specialisation.   P artly because of

the need for risk spreading and partly because, in highly divided

markets, access to sufficient economies of scale do  not exist,

specialisation by occupation is rare at present.  T raders farm,

farmers trade and all traders tend to operate a ran ge of diverse

enterprises (Morton 1978).  With wider and more act ive markets,

specialisation and hence stratification may be expe cted.  The role

Y.A.R. emigration is playing in such a process is a lready marked.  The

first factor is the vast and lucrative import marke t which is allowing

a middle band of wholesale distributors to grow up beneath the few

major import houses.  The second is the vastly impr oved transport

available which mainly derives from private, remitt ance financed,

imports of vehicles.  The government-financed trans port infrastructure

still only covers a small proportion of the country .  Third is the

boom in construction which is allowing specialist l ocal entrepreneurs

to set up in a whole range of construction-associat ed activities -

carpentry, stone quarrying, welding etc.  As will b e realised, these

are all urban activities.  There is as yet little e vidence of similar

enterprises developing successfully in agriculture although attempts

are being made.

To return to Connell et al.'s thesis, the conclusio n for Yemen must be

that while emigration may create inequality it will  be intra-urban and

urban-rural rather than intra-rural.

Incipient inequality in urban communities may be se en in the highly

competitive pressure in the small trading, taxi dri ving and craft

manufacturing areas, as attested by Swanson (1979) and Morton (1978).

These are the markets which returning migrants can most easily enter

with a relatively small quantity of capital.  Press ure in these

markets means that wholesalers are able to obtain t ransport and

distribution services cheaply.  Since poor returns in these markets

will drive failed entrepreneurs back into agricultu re, urban-rural

inequality is implicit in this process.
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Naturally the extent to which this incipient inequa lity is realised

will depend on the speed and extent to which invest ment and employment

opportunities for the smaller entrepreneur can be w idened, be it in

agriculture, industry or trade.

The extent to which migration has in fact brought a bout an influx into

small-scale entrepreneurship in the towns can be te ntatively measured

from the population growth rates revealed by the ta x data which is

discussed in Appendix 1.  There are considerable qu estions about the

absolute values of some of these rates (listed in A ppendix 1 - Table

A) given both the short runs of data and the unreas onably high values

in some cases.  However for Dhamar, Jahran and al H adda provinces the

urban centres, Dhamar, Ma'bar and Zirajah respectiv ely all show

population growth well above that of the surroundin g rural districts.

Similarly there is ample evidence of a boom in urba n construction,

particularly of small shops, to accommodate the mov e to the cities.

It is however worth noting that Ghaleb reports an u rban construction

boom in Ta'iz in the late 1950s, so urbanisation ma y have begun well

before the latest wave of emigration.

5.  Production Structure and Change

In the major features of agricultural production al l the provinces

of Dhamar Governorate are similar but in certain cr itical aspects

they differ.  The main causes of these differences are the more rugged

and remote nature of the western provinces and, abo ve all, the

better rainfall there.  The governorate as a whole is dominated,

as much of the rest of the Y.A.R., by smallholder s ubsistence farmers

Grains are the dominant crop, first among them a ra nge of sorghum

varieties.  In the drier eastern plateaux wheat and  barley are

important, and maize in areas where irrigation is w idespread.

In all areas the struggle to retain  adequate water  for cropping has

resulted in intensive efforts to control rainfall r un-off and direct

it onto the fields.  What rain there is is usually violent and the

run-off from dry slopes is very rapid.  With the re sult that constant

efforts are also required to prevent erosion.  For these reasons
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Y.A.R. agriculture is very intensive in the capital  required to build

and maintain terraces.  In the western areas terrac es, each one

sometimes only two yards wide, rise for thousands o f feet up mountain

sides.  Even in the flatter plateaux fields are lev elled and bunded

with great care, and oriented to draw run-off rainf all from the widest

possible area.

All areas depend on cattle for draught power and mi lk production.  The

western provinces produce a small marketable surplu s of cattle, but

the eastern regions are dependent on imports to mai ntain stocks.  The

east also ekes out its draught power with imported camels, which are

less effective but much lighter on fodder.  Small s tock, sheep and

goats, by contrast, do better in the east where tem peratures are

generally lower and rangelands flatter and more ext ensive.

The Y.A.R. lies on the fringe of the Indian Ocean m onsoon system and

this results in a dry winter, November to February,  and two rainy

seasons: the first smaller one from March to May an d the second from

July to September.  These two rainy seasons allow t wo distinct

cropping seasons.  The first is known generally as Qiyad, the second

as Surab.  This does not entail double cropping on the same land,

except when irrigated, but rather a flexible system  of rotations and a

wider range of crops.  The crucial crop sorghum is only grown in the

larger, heavier, Surab rainy season.

Cash cropping was until recently restricted by tran sport difficulties

except for imperishable crops, most notably coffee.   This restriction

is still important for bulky and perishable crops s uch as tomatoes and

potatoes.  However the willingness of Yemenis to ta ke four wheel drive

vehicles virtually anywhere, coupled with rocketing  demand, has

allowed the spread of Qat, with a high value:weight  ratio, to remoter

areas.  Even here however proximity to an urban mar ket is vital and in

general most cash crops, Qat, vegetables and alfalf a, a vital part of

fodder regimes, are found either close to a tarmac road or to Dhamar,

the key market town.  Vegetables and alfalfa are al most entirely grown

on irrigated land, and all cash crops are to a larg e extent dependent

on irrigation except in the wetter western mountain s.
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A division must be drawn between stream irrigation and pump

irrigation.  The first is found in narrow valleys r unning west and

east from the plateaux and is still largely devoted  to subsistence

grain production.  Pump irrigation has expanded ver y rapidly in the

plateaux themselves, especially Jahran, through whi ch the main tarmac

road runs.  Here cash cropping of vegetables and al so of grains is

more common.

The diverse nature of the micro-ecologies to be fou nd within this

general picture must be emphasised.  It is hoped th at it will be

possible to show how this significantly affects mig ration in a more

complex manner than the simple distribution of inco me opportunities

would predict.  The key variable rainfall is affect ed not merely by

east-west distribution but also by north-south dist ribution and by

elevation.  The further north and the lower down th e less reliable

rainfall becomes.  However the rainfall benefits of  height may be

offset by an increasing frost hazard to which some sorghums are

especially vulnerable.

One example may serve to highlight this diversity.  In the south of

Dhamar province there are two valleys one flowing w est, the other

east: Wadi ai Harr and Wadi Zubayd.  They are both about the same

distance from Dhamar and the main road, and both ha ve extensive

irrigation from permanent streams.  Yet the croppin g patterns are

entirely different, due apparently to the temperatu re differences

alone.  This is despite their lying only twenty mil es apart in

distance and less than a thousand feet in height.  In Wadi Zubayd the

more easterly and higher, a rather limited rotation  of early season

barley and main-crop white sorghum is grown.  In Wa di al Harr the crop

range has been considerably extended with maize and  above all Qat, of

which it is the main supplier to Dhamar.  Irrigated  early season

barley is not grown and a different variety of whit e sorghum is grown

in main season.   The result is a per capita income  in Wadi al Harr

fifty per cent higher than in Wadi Zubayd.  (1975-7 7 Average drawn

from tax data - cf.  Appendix 1.)

The nature of production may be expected to have co nsiderable

significance for emigration quite apart from the ab solute level of
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income generated.  The extent to which capital is a  substitute for

labour, or a complement will help determine whether  remittance-

financed investment will generate permanent or shor t term migration.

The degree of seasonality will be a significant res traint on

migration, if there is a high peak labour demand th en less workers

will be able to emigrate.  Connell et al.  also see  the degree of cash

cropping as important.  This is in two ways.  Initi ally migration may

be stimulated to finance a change towards cash crop ping but once

established cash cropping systems will show low emi gration.  It is

hoped to test many of these possibilities in the se cond section of the

paper.

The effect of migration on production may be consid ered in two parts:

the effect on overall levels of output and the effe ct on cropping

patterns, input mixes etc.  Owing to lack of space and inadequate

data, only the overall effect will be considered he re.

6.  The Effect of Migration on Levels of Output

The effect migration has on output is the central q uestion of much

development economics, involving the classic and ma ssive debate on

surplus labour, disguised unemployment and zero mar ginal productivity.

The sudden emigration of such a large proportion, 2 9%, of the adult

male Y.A.R. workforce would seem to offer an ideal opportunity to test

these propositions, given reliable production figur es.  Tax data for

Dhamar does offer figures which seem reliable on th e grounds of

internal consistency at least, although there is an  unfortunate gap

between 1969 and 1974. 5  However the problems involved are considerable

and a definite conclusion cannot be reached.  Indee d it is thought

that close analysis reveals how dangerously oversim plified surplus

labour theories are.  Even those which have include d very

sophisticated models of family 'consumption' behavi our and of rural

market structures fail to appreciate the technicall y complexity of the

subsistence agriculture systems to which they have been applied.

Wellisz has shown that one weakness of the Lewis tr adition is that the

model fails “if outmigrants do not break all connec tions with the

                    
5 The data is discussed at Appendix 1.
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rural family.” (Wellisz 1968)  This is clearly not the case where

migration is short term and a high proportion of ea rnings is remitted.

This is a crucial weakness of the 'optimistic' scho ol of thought on

short term international migration as it takes plac e in the Y.A.R.,

Turkey and elsewhere.

Specifically Wellisz shows that if the migrant rema ins linked to the

rural family his marginal productivity can be predi cted from the flow

of remittances.  If land is scarce and the marginal  productivity below

the individual's consumption, then the family will finance migration

and remittances will flow from country to town - th is is unusual but

not unheard of.  Connell et al. quote some Tamil Na du villages with a

net outflow of remittances.  However, it is of no r elevance to the

Y.A.R. where the flow is very strongly from the mig rant to the family.

In this case Wellisz shows that the migrants' margi nal productivity

was higher than his consumption and that he thus ha s to 'pay' the

family to compensate for his departure.

Wellisz goes on to specify three possible forms of unemployment which

might prevail in surplus labour economies.  The fir st,'Keynesian

disguised unemployment', is, as its name implies, n o more than a lack

of effective demand for agricultural labour.  The s econd, 'Malthusian

disguised unemployment' occurs where excessive popu lation pressure has

driven the marginal product of labour below the sub sistence minimum.

The last, 'Structural disguised unemployment' arise s from a mis-

allocation of labour between agriculture and non-ag riculture, or

between peasant agriculture and capiltalist agricul ture.  The mis-

allocation in its turn is due to factor price diseq uilibria,

specifically a wage in the peasant agricultural sec tor in excess of

the marginal product.  This may be due either to th e peculiarities of

the family farm consumption:leisure decision, or be cause of

imperfections in the various factor markets.  Mabro  puts the case for

the latter, concluding that inefficient allocation is due not to

peasant irrationality but to 'agrarian structure, w idespread

inequalities in the ownership of land, the absence of credit

facilities to the tenants and the arrangements that  govern the

employment of hired labour.'  (Mabro 1971).
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It is clear from what has gone before that Mabro's version of

‘structurally’ created disguised unemployment is un likely to apply in

Yemen where widespread inequality of land ownership  is not marked.

More generally it is difficult to apply structural models to the

Y.A.R., where capitalist agriculture and the modern  urban sector are,

as yet, both so small as to be negligible.   There is very little

survey work done on the extent of 'capitalist' agri culture.  Appendix

2 gives figures on varieties of labour inputs used.   These were

derived from unpublished data of the M.P.W.R. surve y project. (see

M.P.W.R. 1978)  Although drawn from a very small sa mple in just 5

areas of Dhamar province, the proportion of hired l abour used may be

taken as a reasonable indicator of 'capitalist' ope ration.  Only in

two areas of the five is this proportion above 20% overall.  One of

these, Jahran One, is in the centre of the main are a of pump

irrigation, a recent development.  The second, Bala san, is closest to

the main urban centre, Dhamar.  It seems reasonable  therefore to see

the use of hired labour as both relatively restrict ed and a fairly

recent development, itself part of migration induce d change.

There is also some indication that more hired labou r is used for

maize, relatively the most labour intensive grain a nd also

predominantly an irrigated crop.  It may well there fore be that other

irrigated crops for which data is not available, Qa t, vegetables etc.

are also characterised by a greater use of hired la bour.

The fact remains that the five areas surveyed are a mong the closest to

the main road and to urban markets.  It is therefor e safe to conclude

that capitalist operation remains as yet very much the exception.

To sum up there seem to be strong reasons for predi cting that surplus

labour, particularly 'structural' surplus labour, i s not

characteristic of the Y.A.R.  First, the Wellisz mo del predicts a

positive Marginal Productivity of labour from the f low of remittances,

second, the preconditions for 'structural'disguised  unemployment do

not exist.

The data on the other hand appears much more ambigu ous.  Figure 7

graphs the output of main season grain between 1963  and 1977 in four
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provinces of Dhamar Governorate: Dhamar, Utumah, Wu sab al Ali and

Wusab al Safil.  Figure 8 shows annual rainfall at Sana'a the capital.

Figures A to I at appendix 3 graph the output of al l the main crops

including sheep and bees.

Table 1.  shows the population of the four together  with the

emigration rate as reported in the 1975 census.

Table 1.   Population and Emigration Ratio of Four Dhamar Provinces

 ____________________ Resident        Migrant     E migration Ratio
Dhamar 6 108,682 10,175 8.5
Utumah 71,563 2,406 3.2
Wusab al Ali 72,226 5,132 6.6
Wusab al Safil        64,462          6,991            9.7        .
Total 316,933 24,704 7.2

Source: Steffen et al.  1978

The first thing that is clear from the production g raphs, when taken

in conjunction with the rainfall graph, is that the re was a major

slump in output because of drought starting as earl y as 1964 and

reaching a trough in 1966.  Judging from the rainfa ll graph there were

probably further troughs in 1968/69 and 1971/72, ye ars for which

production data is not available.  There can be no doubt that during

this period a Third World form of Keynesian unemplo yment was in force.

Without the essential complementary input, rainfall , there can be no

effective demand for labour.  It may well be that t he persistence of-

the civil war was in part a reflection of this depr ession.  Equally it

must have been a major initial stimulus to the emig ration of the

1970s.

                    
6 For compatibility with the tax data, Maghrib Ans p rovince is included
in Dhamar.
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Where does this leave the possibility of a more dee p rooted structural

unemployment?  At its most simple it might be possi ble to test this by

measuring the extent of the recovery of production to the 1963/64

level in the good rainfall years of 1975 and 1977.  If the emigrants

were structurally rather than Keynesian unemployed,  then such a

recovery should be possible.  However this ignores a variety of

effects.   The first is the extent to which any rec overy is delayed by

the need to rebuild stocks of capital inputs.  In p articular the rate

of recovery can be expected to be severely constrai ned by the speed at

which livestock herds build up again.  The second c omplication is the

effect increased income and cheaper imports have on  relative prices.

For example, the marked decline in coffee output to ok place at a time,

not just of labour withdrawal, but also of weak wor ld market prices,

higher prices for alternative crops and lower price s for consumption
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substitutes, especially tea.   To that must be adde d the relatively

slow rate at which tree crops recover from, drought .  The problems of

disentangling 'surplus labour' from this complex ar e obvious.

One final complication is that of phasing of the fo regoing ones.  For

example it is apparent that any income effect of re mittances on prices

took effect rather later than the production effect  of labour

migration.  Against that some imports were already affecting the

market prior to migration.

It would be possible to analyse some of these point s in considerable

detail but the data is not really adequate for that .  However, some

broad conclusions can be drawn.  The first is that production in

Dhamar and Utumah suffered more heavily in the drou ght than it did in

the two Wusabs.  The second is that Dhamar made a f airly good recovery

in grain production at least.  Utumah, on the other  hand, showed a

marked decline between the good rains of 1963 to 19 64 and tbose of

1975 to 1977.  The third is that Dhamar showed best  recovery in higher

value crops, notably a large absolute rise in Qat p roduction, but also

a rise between 1964 and 1975 in white sorghum and s ummer crop barley

and full recovery, at least, in wheat and maize.  I n the lowly

esteemed but more drought resistant red sorghum on the other hand,

there was a large decline.

This contrast between Dhamar and Utumah must be see n in the light of

the fact that Dhamar has a high emigration ratio (8 .5%) and Utumah a

low one (3.2%).  It also matches with the changes i n the prices of the

various crops relative to wheat.  These are laid ou t in Appendix 4.

Wheat is chosen as numeraire as being the only sign ificant imported

grain, and therefore the least affected in price by  internal

conditions.  In Dhamar the white sorghum: wheat pri ce ratio was at an

index of 175 (1963 = 100) in 1975.  In Utumah it wa s only at 127.  Red

sorghum on the other hand was at an index of 58 in Dhamar and 95 in

Utumah.

In a much more tentative way, a similar division ma y be made between

the other two provinces.  Again Wusab al Safil has a higher emigration

ratio (9.7) than the Wusab al Ali (6.6) and this is  reflected in more
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sharply rising prices of most crops relative to whe at.   There is also

a tendency for production in Wusab al Safil to catc h up on that, in

Wusab al Ali.  This is most marked in early crop ma ize.

There is a further contrast to be drawn between the  two high

emigration areas, Dhamar and Wusab al Safil: Dhamar  shows a decline to

1977 after the recovery to 1975 while Wusab al Safi l continues to

rise.  Even Utumah and Wusab al Ali hold their own relative to

Dhamar's decline over these years.

There is a risk of attempting to read too much into  these figures.

Two caveats must be entered.  First, the rainfall f igures used from

Sana'a may be a poor proxy for that in the Dhamar p rovinces.  There is

no doubt that the rainfall pattern may vary conside rably from area to

area.  Further Dhamar province is closest to Sana'a  in both distance

and environmental type.  Much of the production shi fts in the other

three provinces may be due to rainfall pattern vari ations not economic

shifts.  Second, the provinces are also politically  diverse and this

may have had an effect on the willingness to pay ta x and thus affected

the figures used.

Despite this, it is possible to offer a tentative e xplanation of what

has taken place.  First it is suggested that there was unemployment in

Dhamar agriculture prior to the drought of the 1960 s, but unemployment

of a Keynesian, not structural, type.  Naturally th e drought made this

unemployment much worse and stimulated emigration i n the two driest

provinces, Dhamar and Wusab al Safil.  Or possibly it was the relative

proximity of the two to the newly built road system  which resulted in

higher migration.  With the end of the drought, the  income generated

by higher emigration was able to stimulate producti on and bring about

a shift to preferred higher value crops in the two higher emigration

areas.  This stimulus was blocked off from Utumah a nd Wusab al Ali by

their remoteness.  Moreover higher incomes and espe cially imports into

the markets of Dhamar and Wusab al Safil actually w orsened the lack of

demand for the output of neighbouring Utumah and Wu sab al Ali; an

output dominated by the poorer quality grains.  Aga in the fact that

cheaper modern transport had not reached these two made it harder for

their produce to compete in the markets of Dhamar a nd Wusab al Safil.
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The fact that Wusab al Safii continued to expand  g rain output up to

1977 while Dhamar began to decline may be explained  by the process of

urbanisation within Dhamar province, a process not possible in Wusab

which has no major centres.  This led to an actual labour shortage for

agriculture in Dhamar and an even greater boom in d emand for non-grain

produce, most notably Qat.  These two effects led t o the actual

decline in Dhamar output of grains even those of hi gher value.

Alternatively, more simply, it may be that a differ ence in the phasing

of the emigration process in the two areas gave ris e to the

differences in pattern.

One last point should be made on the issue of effec tive demand.  It is

noticeable that those crops which might be expected  to have relatively

high income elasticities of demand and low rates of  recovery from

drought show far and away the most powerful rise in  their price

relative to wheat.  And again these rises are, with  one exception,

most marked in the high emigration areas.  The crop s are coffee, sheep

and honey.
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2.  Empirical Testing.

In this section an attempt will be made to develop,  with a simple

model, hypotheses in a testable form from some of t he various theories

of emigration discussed in Section 1.  The hypothes es will be tested

using cross-section regression analysis on data dra wn from the

agricultural tax returns described in Appendix 1.  Returns are

available by village for all 37 villages of Jahran province, and by

district for 16 districts of Dhamar province.

Although both provinces lie in the eastern plateau half of Dhamar

Governorate, they are different in character.  Jahr an comprises the

whole of one large plateau and is one of the larges t areas in the

governorate which is homogeneous economically and s ocially.  The main

tarmac road between the Northern and Southern capit als of the Yemen

crosses it from end to end.  There has been conside rable expansion in

pump irrigation in recent years and it is now one o f the most

intensive pump irrigated areas in the country.  So much so that water

resources are being dangerously depleted (M.P.W.R. 1974)  On the other

hand, there is no stream irrigation.  It is one of the smallest

provinces by both population and land area.  There were 20,262

inhabitants in 1975.

Dhamar is large and more disparate geographically, economically and

socially.  It had a population of 89,282 inhabitant s in 1975.

Although all of these belong to one tribe, 'Ans, th e tribe is

subdivided into five shaykhdoms and these are furth er subdivided.  Two

villages have managed to win independence from any larger unit and are

treated as districts in their own right.

A.  The Model

The first proposition of the model to be used is th e unexceptional one

that migration is a function of the differential be tween the urban,

or, in the Yemeni case, the foreign migrant wage an d the wage in

agriculture.   Formally then:
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I. M = M(W m -W a)

Where M = Migration

And Wm, Wa = the Migrant and Rural wage respectively

Most studies of migration to date, notably the Harr is Todaro school,

have concentrated on trying to improve the specific ation of the

migrant or urban wage (W m) in this equation.  Connell et al.

concentrate rather on the agricultural, or rural wa ge (W a).  This

section is an attempt to take certain aspects of th e latter's work

a stage further by specifying a model to incorporat e their concepts.

To do this Sen's 'real cost of labour' in family fa rms (Sen 1966)

will be used.  This is derived from a model where, with land and

capital stock given, output is a function of labour  input:

θ = θ(L), Q'(L)

With Q = Q(L)    Q'(L) 0, Q"(L) 0

Labour input depends on the number of working membe rs of the family,

α, and the hours worked by each, l , thus: L = αl.

Each family member’s consumption is q where and β is the total

membership of the family.

    Consumption has utility: U = U(q)   U'(q) 0,   U "(q) 0

    Work has disutility: V = V(l)   V'(l) 0,   V"(l)  0

Given no problems over interpersonal comparisons of  utility , the

family welfare function is then:

II.

From this can be derived the real labour cost, X, w here:

β
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q =
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X may then be substituted into the original emigrat ion formula

giving:

III.

The main aim of the empirical testing will be to ex amine the various

possible specifications of X.  The Yemeni case is a  particularly

useful one for this testing since it is reasonable to assume away the

complications that would arise if there were also d ifficulties

specifying the urban wage.  This is because there  is no unemployment

in the migration destination and therefore no need to incorporate the

Harris Todaro concept of 'expected urban wages' dep endent on the

probability of employment.  There is, however, one way in which the

circumstances of the migrant's family may, in short  term international

migration, affect his return from migration.  That is the gains he may

make by investing part of his remittances.  If he d oes this, the

'migrant wage' must be respecified thus:

IV.

Where:

 Wu = the 'Urban Wage', i.e. the actual wage earned ab road net of

costs,

s = the proportion of the urban wage saved.

NPV(sWu) = the Net present value of savings from th e urban wage

invested in opportunities at home.

Given this model of production, social and demograp hic conditions may

be expected to affect migration by their impact on one of three

variables: U'(q), Q'(L) and NPV(sWu).

B.  The Data .

i) Jahran.   The tax data for Jahran consists of re turns for one year

(1978) by crop type and season.  As well as the agr icultural tax,

there is a head tax for which purpose population fi gures are given,
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classified by adult males, adult females and childr en.  Quite why

there should be such a breakdown is unclear as the tax rate does not

vary by age or sex and similar detail is not given in other areas.

It is, however, crucial to the testing as the adult  male:female ratio

will be used as a proxy for the key dependent varia ble - emigration.

A simple relationship between the two is inherently  plausible and is

supported by the demographic studies of Steffen et.  al.  Population

statistics will also be used as proxies for two ind ependent variables.

The child:female ratio is taken to stand for the co nsumer:worker

ratio, in Chayanov's Formulation, or for the ratio i n the Sen

model.  The absolute number of females will stand f or the pre-

emigration size of the village.

There is, in theory, provision for exemption from t he poll tax for the

poor.  However the tax rate is so low, only 3 YR in  1978, that it is

only those who are both old  and absolutely landles s who can claim

this exemption.  For the purposes of this study the se will be assumed

as having a negligible impact on the economic syste m.

A more major problem, which affects the whole study  not merely the

population variables, is that of simultaneity: that  is the im-

possibility of disentangling the effect of migratio n on circumstances

from the effect of circumstances on migration.  It is only with

simultaneous models and time series data that this could be solved.

For the purposes of this study, therefore, the stro ng assumption will

be made that, as emigration is very new, the feed-b ack effects are

negligible and the effect of circumstances on migra tion is still

dominant.

Thanks to the considerable detail of the crop retur ns, it is possible

to develop proxies for several aspects of productio n as well as for

income.  These include the number of sheep, standin g for the range-

land resource, and the income from cash crops, stan ding for access to

new investment opportunities.

β
α
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ii) Dhamar.   The data from Dhamar does not have th e population broken

down in the same way.  The sample is also much smal ler.  On the other

hand, data is available for four years, from 1975 t o 1978, and the

range of economic background is much greater.  It i s less satisfactory

in that the only available proxy for emigration is the rate of

population change over the four years.  This is on the basis that

emigration reduces population growth which is debat able in itself.

The risk of serious problems with simultaneity is a lso much greater

where data is spread over four years.  This problem  is underlined by

the unreasonable nature of some of the growth rates  especially between

1975 and 1976.  One district showed population grow th of 24% in that

year.  An attempt to avoid this by using 1976-78 gr owth rates was less

successful statistically.  With some hesitation the refore the 1975-78

figures have been used.

A further drawback to the Dhamar data is that owing  to the diversity

of the agricultural system it was not possible to i dentify pump

irrigated crops with certainty.  This is important not merely for the

loss of a good proxy for investment opportunity, bu t also because pump

irrigated crops are taxed at half the rate of strea m flow irrigated

and rainfed crops.  They should therefore be upvalu ed if the tax

figures are to satisfactorily represent output.  It  is only because

pump irrigation is much less prevalent in Dhamar th an in Jahran that

this problem can be justifiably set aside.  The Dha mar data has one

advantage, in that the four year data run allows th e coefficient of

variation of total income to be calculated.  This i s a much more

satisfactory proxy for risk than is available for J ahran.

C.  Hypotheses and Tests.

Using the two population variables, man:woman ratio s in Jahran

villages and growth rates for Dhamar districts as p roxies for the rate

of emigration, a range of hypotheses were tested us ing ordinary least

squares regression techniques on various selections  of independent

variables.  Those variables which the model predict ed to be positively

correlated to emigration were expected to be negati vely correlated to

the two proxies and vice versa.
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i) An Income Hypothesis

The simplest possible hypothesis is that the level of income is all

that determines emigration: the lower the income th e greater the

pressure to emigrate.  Formally:

V. M = - M(W a)

with W m assumed constant.

This hypothesis is implicit in all models which see  emigration as a

way to improve income distribution.

Jahran Test

The man:woman ratio (M:F) was regressed on the tota l cash value per

woman of produce taxes paid (YR).  The value per wo man was used, as

throughout the Jahran tests, on the basis that the number of women in

the village is the best indicator of the pre-emigra tion population and

it is the pre-emigration situation that determines the pressure to

emigrate.

Dhamar Test

The annual rate of population growth 1974-78 (5) wa s regressed on

total cash value of tax paid per head of population  (YR).  No

indication of the pre-emigration situation was avai lable and the risks

of simultaneity are that much the greater for Dhama r.

Results 7

The two regressions estimated were:

1) Jahran: MF = 0.89774 + 0.00062 YR  R² = 0.0339

(0.275) F Test = 0.27

                    
7 The F Test statistic indicates the significance le vel as a decimal.
The significance level of the coefficients is shown  as a decimal in
brackets below each one.  The regressions were run using BMDP 1R as
described in Dixon et al., BMDP – 1977 Biomedical C omputer Programs P-
Series, University of California 1977.
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2) Dhamar: G  = 4.41755 - 0.01862 YR  R² = 0.0082

(0.739) F Test = 0.74

Both regressions show insignificant coefficients an d R² values even at

the 10 per cent level.  If the variables are correc tly specified, the

probability that income has no effect on emigration  cannot be

rejected.   Given that the Dhamar regression even s hows a perverse

sign, the simple income hypothesis of emigration fa ils the test.

In order to check that the income variable was not mispecified, it was

first broken down into the cash values for the thre e main components,

grain production, (GRYR), sheep production, (SHYR) and other, i.e.

cash, crop production (RESYR).  This was done to ch eck the possibility

that the valuations used for taxation purposes did not properly

reflect the value of the various classes.  This was  seen as a

possibility particularly for the sheep where the ta x is only paid on

herds above 40 head, and only one fortieth is paid instead of a tenth.

However as will be seen below, the result was a cha nge of sign on both

SHYR and RESYR.  This indicates a theoretical compl ication better

discussed when more complex hypotheses are consider ed rather than a

mere problem of specification.

One other possible respecification of the income va riable was tested

by replacing the cash values for the grain and shee p elements of

income by the units of grain and head of sheep asse ssed.  The

reasoning was that in a subsistence economy with im perfect markets,

cash values might be false indicators of utility va lues.  Only

negligible changes occurred when this was tested.

ii) A Subsistence Income Hypothesis

Despite there being no difference in the results us ing cash and

quantity forms of the income variables it might sti ll be that, in a

subsistence economy the dominant stimulus to migrat ion is a lack of

the staple diet item: grain.  This was tested by re gressing the

emigration variables on the grain element of total tax paid (GRYR) on

its own.
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Results

3) Jahran: MF = 0.83042 + 0.00226 GRYR R² = 0.1237
  (0.03) F Test = 0.03

4) Dhamar: G = 2.84589 + 0.07080 GRYR R² = 0.0559
  (0.38) F Test = 0.38

The regressions show some support for the 'subsiste nce income'

hypothesis.   The signs are as predicted.   However , the explanatory

power shown by the R² is low and only in the Jahran  regression is it

statistically significant.

iii) RISK: An Expected Income Hypothesis

Rainfall, and hence agricultural production, is ver y uncertain in the

Y.A.R.  It is reasonable therefore to see risk, or rather a lack of

it, as an important element in income.  Formally, t his requires the

assumption of risk aversion but this seems highly p lausible at the low

levels of income prevailing.  Given that assumption , the utility of a

given expected income is lower as the standard devi ation of the mean

income is higher.  On this basis, the rural wage Wa  must be re-

specified as: E(W a) - D(R) where E(W a) is the expected value of the

rural wage and D(R) the disutility of risk.

Equation V then becomes:

VI. M = -M(E(W a)- D(R))

In other words, as the riskiness of the wage goes u p so does

emigration.  The model would therefore indicate a p ositive sign, i.e.

negative effect on migration, on regression variabl es indicating lower

risk and vice versa.   This was tested using the gr ain income variable

GRYR and a risk variable.  The non-grain income var iables were

eliminated for the moment as their sign was incompa tible with the

basic income hypothesis which is still underlying t he expected income

hypothesis.  The risk variable for Dhamar has alrea dy been mentioned:

the coefficient of variation of the cash value of t axation between

1975 and 1978 (COEVAR).  The variables used for Jah ran were less

satisfactory - the ratio of irrigated crop to total  income (RATIR) and

the ratio of main season, Surab, crop income to tot al income (RATSUR).
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It is tentatively proposed that these two elements of income are most

reliable and their preponderance implies less risk.   Both, however may

capture other effects, notably the investment oppor tunity effect for

RATIR and the peaked labour demand effect for RATSU R.  Ignoring these

problems, the hypothesis predicts a negative sign o n COEVAR and

positive signs on RATIR and RATSUR.

Results

5)  Jahran:  MF = 0.80987 + 0.00227GRYR - 0.01491RATIR + 0.00033RATSUR

     (0.04) (0.92)    (0.84)
 R² = 0.1257 F Test = 0.21

6)  Dhamar:   G  = 0.47861 - 0.00092GRYR + 15.38226COEV AR
(0.99)  (0.01)

 R² = 0.4613 F Test = 0.02

The expected income hypothesis fails this test rath er spectacularly.

The Jahran result may be ascribed to the inadequacy  of the risk

variables used,particularly as the R  and coefficie nt on GRYR show

little change on those in regression 3.  Both risk variables show very

insignificant coefficients.  The Dhamar result cann ot be explained

away so easily.  Not merely does COEVAR show a coef ficient significant

at the one per cent level opposite in sign to that predicted, but it

also reduces the coefficient on GRYR to insignifica nce and reverses

the sign on it so that that too is opposite to the prediction.  On the

other hand the R² becomes significantly different f rom zero at the

five per cent level for the first time.  The first thought is that

this unexpected result may be ascribed to multi-col linearity to be

suspected where two independent variables show a co rrelation

coefficient, one on the other, of 0.60 or more.  Ho wever the test may

be cleared of the suspicion.  GRYR correlates to CO EVAR only by

0.3521.

Assuming therefore that the estimated regressions a re a true

representation of the position, the various forms o f the income

hypothesis seem unsuccessful in explaining the leve l of migration.

Moreover the widely assumed role of risk in migrati on needs re-

examination.  To do so effectively will require a r e-specification of
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the family firm decision-making model, for which th ere is not space

here.  However three possibilities may be suggested .  The first is

that labour inputs play a significant role in risk avoidance, perhaps

by maintaining a relatively high capital stock.  Al ternatively it

might be that where rainfall is more scattered, mor e fields have to be

kept ploughed and ready to make the most of what ra infall there is.

Lastly it might be that a larger reserve of labour has to be

maintained to make best use of good rain when it do es occur.

More important than all of this, however, is the in dication that

migration, in the Y.A.R. case at least, does not of fer a way of

reducing risk, rather the opposite.  This may well relate to the

discussion of the perceivedly transitory nature of migrant income in

section I.  The implications of this for the place of migration in

development are again too vast to discuss here.  Br iefly, however it

is suggested that it is risk avoidance which lies b ehind the observed

failure of migration to stimulate cash cropping and  other

developments.  If migration is perceived as risky b ut lucrative, then

families could exploit migration but offset the ris k by retreating

from the riskier area of the domestic market such a s cash cropping.

iv) A General Model

Given the unsatisfactory results of the various inc ome hypotheses it

is necessary to move to a more general model of the  family farm

equilibrium.  In this must be included the labour:l eisure and

savings:consumption tradeoffs.  By putting together  equations III and

IV from the introduction to this section we arrive at:

VII.

where:
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From this it is seen that variables which raise the  return from

invested remittances and hence NPV(sWu) will raise emigration.  This

will capture the effect of migration to secure inve stment of capital

discussed in section, 1.3.D.   Variables which rais e the marginal

product of labour Q'(L) will depress emigration.  T hese will primarily

be variables which reflect a better resource endowm ent.   Variables

which depress and hence indirectly Q'(L), will raise  emigration.

This will reflect the pressure of dependents on the  family enterprise.

Three production variables were included in the reg ression estimated:

the cash value of taxes paid on grain (GRYR), on sh eep (SHYR) and on

other crops i.e. cash crops (RESYR).  The values we re taken per adult

female inhabitant for Jahran, per inhabitant for Dh amar.  Two further

demographic variables were added for Jahran: the nu mber of adult

female inhabitants (WOMEN) and the ratio of childre n to women (CW).

Within the terms of the model itself, there are no a priori reasons

for deciding the signs of the production variables.    They all

represent both resource endowments, with a negative  effect on

migration, and investment opportunities, with a pos itive effect on

migration.  For example an activity which shows a p ositive correlation

with migration may reflect either low returns to la bour in that

activity or high returns to capital, or both.  All that is required

for the positive effect on migration is that return s to labour be low

relative to capital.

A good example of this was irrigation.  The Jahran irrigation variable

was not included in the regressions recorded here b ecause of severe

multicollinearity problems.  However, surprisingly,  even when tested

in a way that avoided multicollinearity the coeffic ient was highly

insignificant, (at the 70% level and more).  This m ay be explained by

a close balance between high returns to both labour  and capital in

irrigation which is intensive in both factors.

qU
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The demographic variable WOMEN, was included for Ja hran on the basis

that there might be economies of scale in village l abour markets.

For example with a larger population it might be po ssible to soften

the inpact of labour peaks by labour exchange among st the various

households.  Larger villages also show greater ineq uality and more

social stratification which under Connell et al.'s thesis encourages

emigration.  Either way a positive effect of villag e size on

emigration is predicted.

The child:woman ratio (CW) was included to capture the effect of

dependents on the 'real labour cost'.  In Sen's for mulation for a

given output, utility per consumer is lowered as th e number of

consumers rises.  Given diminishing marginal utilit y, this raises the

marginal utility of consumption and lowers the marg inal rate of

substitution between the disutility of work and the  utility of income,

.  Thence the marginal productivity of labour, Q'(L ), is also

lowered.

This predicts that as the pressure of dependents in creases, so does

emigration.   Alternately, outside the model, many observers see the

positive effect of migration on population growth a s dominant.  This

would also result in a positive correlation of CW a nd emigration.

The Dhamar regression is shown below both with and without the risk

variable (COEVAR).  For Jahran the risk variables a re not shown,

partly because they added little when tested and pa rtly because they

show collinearity with too many other variables.  O ne other variable

tested but not shown was the size in volume, not va lue, of the main

grain crop.  This was expected to be a good indicat or of

seasonability: i.e.  of the pressure of the peak la bour demand at the

harvest.  However the variable showed high multicol linearity,

particularly with GRYR and could not therefore be i ncluded.
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Results

7) Jahran

   MF = 0.78507+0.00203GRYR-0.00097SHYR-0.00099RESY R-0.00034WOMEN+0.15778CW

 (0.05) (0.27) (0.64) (0.11) (0.01)
R² = 0.3826 F Test = 0.008

8) Dhamar

    G = 4.28840 + 0.12552GRYR - 0.26650SHYR - 0.243 46RESYR
(0.11) (0.10) (0.03)

R² = 0.4193  F Test = 0.080

9) Dhamar

G = 2.04681 + 0.06216GRYR - 0.22444SHYR - 0.1436RES YR + 11.6024COEVAR
 (0.38) (0.11) (0.16) (0.04)

 R² = 0.6095 F Test = 0.025

As far as the production variables are concerned, t he two separate

provinces, Dhamar and Jahran, show a consistent pat tern.  Grain

production is negatively correlated with emigration , which implies

that it is an activity where additional resources r aise the marginal

productivity of labour faster than the return from investment, i.e.

the marginal return from capital.  In sheep product ion and cash

cropping on the other hand, additional resources ra ise the marginal

productivity of labour less than the marginal retur n from capital.

Intuitively this is plausible.  Grain production is  labour intensive

and good arable land is very scarce.  As yet there is limited scope

for substituting capital for labour.  Tractors for example, have yet

to be well adapted to Y.A.R.  farming systems.  The re is also little

room for replacing male with female and child labou r.

Sheep production on the other hand shows the strong est positive

correlation with emigration.  Here the resource, ra ngeland, is less

scarce, the activity is labour extensive and it is easier to

substitute women and children for men shepherding.  Sharply rising

meat, prices have also raised the returns to more i ntensive use of

working capital in the form of supplementary feedin g to fatten the

sheep.
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Cash cropping depends, like grain production on sca rce resources, good

land and especially irrigation.  Is is also labour intensive.

However, the returns to capital are high: sufficien tly so, judging

from the sign on the coefficient, to outweigh the h igh labour

productivity.  The coefficient on cash cropping (RE SYR) for Jahran is

insignificant (at the 64% level) while that for Dha mar is significant

at the 5% level.  Although this may result from the  extra variables

included in the Jahran equation, one explanation mi ght be the

importance of the Dhamar urban market as a stimulus  to cash cropping,

especially Qat, in the province as well as in the e xistence of areas

well suited to Qat.  It must be mentioned, however,  that Jahran is a

relatively large commercial grain producer and ther e may be some of

the 'cash cropping' effect concealed in the grain p roduction variable.

The economies of scale variable in the Jahran equat ion, WOMEN, shows

the predicted positive effect on emigration althoug h it is not quite

significant even at the 10% level.  Tentatively, th erefore, the

hypothesis that village size affects migration is n ot rejected.

The child:woman ratio variable, CW, is negatively c orrelated to

emigration and the coefficient is significant at th e one percent

level.  The two hypotheses predicting the opposite are thus strongly

refuted.  Emigration is not, at this stage in the Y .A.R., raising

population growth, just the opposite.  Moreover the  pressure of

dependents does not lower the Sen 'real cost of lab our' in such a way

as to lower the 'rural wage' in the emigration func tion.  The first of

these two results confirms the validity of the Dham ar tests, which

depend on the variable population growth (G) being negatively

correlated with emigration.  The result in turn rec eives support from

the Dhamar results.  The fact that the Dhamar produ ction variables

match the Jahran ones in their coefficient signs in dicates that G

correlates with migration in the same way as the Ja hran dependent

variable MF.

The strong significance of the coefficient on CW wo uld seem to show

either that the population growth effect is so grea t as to swamp the

opposite 'real cost of labour' effect, or that this  hypothesis must

also be rejected.  This second possibility may be t aken together with
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the strong rejection of the 'expected income hypoth esis'.  Regression

9) shows that even with additional variables includ ed, the sign on the

risk variable (COEVAR) remains 'perverse' in that r isk seems to

discourage emigration.  Both CW and COEVAR are, the refore, negatively

correlated with emigration despite it being probabl e that they reduce

the utility of a given expected 'rural wage".  The implication of this

is that the migrant wage is in some way inadequate to compensate for

the loss of the migrants' production when the depen dency ratio, and

hence subsistence pressures, is high and when risk is high.  One

reason this might be so is that the market supply o f subsistence goods

is inadequate for families to be able to replace th e production of a

migrant by buying in subsistence commodities using remittances.  This

is especially so if in weak markets the risk of sev ere price rises at

times of drought further depresses the 'subsistence  value of

remittances'.  The perceived 'transitoriness' of mi grant income

discussed above may again reduce the value of migra tion to families,

under subsistence pressure.

V) Inequality

Connell et al., have laid great stress on inequalit y as a stimulus to

emigration.  They see this as more so within villag es than between

them.  The latter point cannot be tested on the dat a available.  As

has been discussed it is, in any case felt that ine quality within

villages is not marked, especially in comparison wi th the range of

incomes between villages.  However it was felt that  a test of the

effect of inequality between villages, or between d istricts for

Dhamar, should be made.  Connell et al. see inequal ity as a cause of a

push/pull division in migration.  The poor being pu shed and the rich

pulled.  From this the prediction would be that if the data were

divided at the median income level, then the two gr oups would show

opposite signs on some or all variables.  A milder version of this

thesis would be that the coefficients on the variab les would be of the

same sign but significantly different in value betw een the two.  For

example 'subsistence pressure' might be more import ant among the poor

and 'investment opportunities' among the rich.
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To test this, regressions 7,8 and 9 were rerun divi ding the data at

the median income level.

Results.

10) Jahran

a)  Poor: N = 18

  MF = 0.85683+0.00063GRYR-0.00074SHYR-0.00254RESYR -0.00039WOMEN+0.16714CW
 (0.74) (0.65) (0.47) (0.18) (0.04)

R² = 0.4560 F Test =0.15

b)  Rich: N = 19

  MF = 0.78832+0.00228GRYR-0.00143SHYR-0.00085RESYR -0.00035WOMEN+0.17342CW
(0.22) (0.49) (0.82) (0.34) (0.12)

R² = 0.3775 F Test =0.23

  F Test of Difference between the two regressions:  0.98

11) Dhamar

a)  Poor: N = 8

  G = 4.70534 + 0.04319GRYR - 0.27729SHYR + 0.12101 RESYR
 (0.91) (0.32) (0.86)
 R² = 0.3540 F Test = 0.58

b)  Rich: N = 8

  G = 3.83660 + 0.12021GRYR - 0.19583SHYR - 0.23826 RESYR
 (0.63) (0.54) (0.28)
 R² = 0.4901 F Test =0.39

12) Dhamar

a)  Poor: N = 8

  G = 0.11283 + 0.11771GRYR - 0.31522SKYR + 0.31324 RESYR + 17.49028COEVAR
 (0.78) (0.31) (0.70) (0.48)
  R² = 0.4667 F Test = 0.66

b)  Rich: N 8

  G = l.58045 - 0.05227GRYR + 0.02458SHYR - 0.12633 RESYR + 15.86032COEVAR
 (0.76) (0.91) (0.38) (0.07)

R² = 0.8545 F Test =0.13

  F Test of Difference between the two regressions:  0.73
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The Jahran results show no difference between the r ich and poor

groups.  Not only is the F Test of difference insig nificant at the 98%

level but the signs do not change on any of the coe fficients.  The F

tests of difference on the two pairs of Dhamar regr essions are also

insignificant.   The signs on the production variab les, GRYR, SHYR and

RESYR, all change when taken together with the risk  variable COEVAR.

This indicates once again how complex the issues at  stake are and

highlights the need for research into the effects o f product mix and

resource endowment mix on family farm decisions.  H owever, the samples

are too small to allow any firm conclusions to be d rawn at this stage.

More surprising is the very slight difference betwe en the coefficients

on the risk variable for the two groups.  Consumer theory predicts a

decline in risk aversion as wealth increases.  The negative

correlation of risk with migration tends to indicat e that returns to

migration are perceived as risky.  If risk aversion  does decline with

wealth, then a marked decline in the coefficient on  risk between poor

and rich groups would be expected since the rich gr oup's mean income

is nearly 90% higher than the poor group's.  In fac t only an

insignificant decline is shown.  The sample is too small to be at all

conclusive.  HOwever, this result may imply that it  is the need under

risky conditions to retain labour for production pu rposes which lies

behind the negative correlation of risk with migrat ion, rather than

risk aversion.

CONCLUSION

The aim of the paper has been to assess the process  of modern Yemeni

emigration in the light of the theoretical literatu re and to highlight

the issues which will be crucial to the development  of the Yemen Arab

Republic.  It is also believed that the Yemen case has some

implications for the theory of migration.  The anal ysis was concluded

with an empirical test of certain aspects on cross section data from

one area, Dhamar Governorate, of the country.
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The conclusions may be divided into the micro and m acroeconomic.

On the microeconomic level it is clear that the mix  of motives and

effects which migration involves is highly complex and specific to

the particular features of the area studied.  It wo uld be wrong to

attempt to predict the course of change by any sing le measure of

income level.  The whole nexus of labour:leisure an d consumption:

investment decision processes must be considered an d related to the

resource endowments of the particular district, or even the particular

village considered.   Broadly it can be concluded t hat migration will

bring about significant shifts in production patter ns and in economic

and social structure.  The nature of those shifts w ill be critically

determined by the opportunities that are open, most  of all the

investment opportunities.

On the macroeconomic level, the conclusion is that "keynesian

unemployment" was the original spur to migration.  A lack of demand

may be broken by migration but it will again be the  opportunities

available which will determine whether employment c an only be

generated by ever expanding migration or whether mi gration can be a

intermediate step towards an expansion of domestic activity.

Implicit in this is the prediction that, if migrati on can stimulate

the domestic economy, emigration will be intentiona lly 'short term',

migrants' incomes will be perceivedly 'transitory' and the propensity

to save and invest will be high.  If migration succ eeds only in

raising domestic consumption without bringing about  any increase in

domestic production, then emigration will be 'short  term' only if host

countries enforce barriers to permanent settlement and migrants will

strive to break these barriers rather than to inves t at home.  As yet

it appears that Y.A.R. emigration is intentionally 'short term' which

gives grounds for some optimism about the future.  However there are

clearly major constraints on productive investment,  in particular a

severe lack of skills and of technology adapted to the Y.A.R. resource

base.  Hayami and Ruttan (1971) have made clear the  critical role that

the adaptation and, later, the generation of techno logy plays in long

term development.  They also make clear the role of  government in

inducing this process.
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If there is a policy conclusion from this paper, it  is that attempts

to choke off migration will be counter-productive a nd will tend to

restore the previous position of unemployment.  On the other hand, any

efforts expended on raising the domestic returns to  investment will

repay large dividends not merely from the rewards o f investment, but

also from the better use that will be made of emigr ant earnings.  The

overall aim should be to ensure that maximum use is  made of emigration

as a stage in the process of domestic development.  In short, there is

every reason to agree with Stark (1976) in calling for ' research to

open a new range of policy measures aimed at enhanc ing the role of

migration in the development process rather than at  simply

discouraging it'.

*****
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APPENDIX 1:  THE TRADITIONAL TAX SYSTEM

The payment of taxes is one of the duties imposed b y the Muslim

religion and the structure of agricultural taxation  in the YAR is

still largely that laid down since the early days o f Islam.   The

system is described in detail in Ghaleb (1962).   A gricultural tax,

Zakat, at 10 per cent is paid on all crops except t hose irrigated from

wells.  These pay on 5 per cent, presumably to offs et the extra

expenses of raising water from wells.  There is no variation in the

rate according to wealth or poverty.  For livestock  on the other hand,

there is a slightly progressive element in that no tax is paid on

herds of less than forty head for sheep and goats.  The rate is one

head per forty and changes for each extra step in s ize above forty

head.  Similar arrangements prevail for cattle and camels.   Since

large herds of cattle and camels are rare, so also is any taxation on

them.  In Dhamar, for example, only in Utumah was a ny assessment for

cattle recorded.  Bees, once one of the leading cro ps and still

important in some areas, are taxed at a given weigh t of honey per

hive.   In Wusab al Ali there were two types of hiv e and two tax rates

to match.

There is also a poll tax, Fitrah, paid at a flat ra te every year at

the end of Ramadan Feast, Id al-Fitr.  The rate is determined by the

value of a small amount of the principal grain of t he area.  For

example, in 1977 it was 3 Yemen riyals.  There is e xemption for the

poor, which originally probably meant the landless.   The last element

of the religious tax system is a wealth tax, Batin.   This applies to a

restricted range of items, principally gold and sil ver.  It appears

not to affect bank balances, housing and other capi tal assets, and is

therefore increasingly irrelevant.

The application of the system varies within the YAR  depending on the

political history of the area.  The Dhamar region i s one of the

centres of Zaydism and the system applied was, and remains in most

parts, well organised and efficient as far as can b e judged.  Each

village has an Amin, drawn from the village itself,  responsible for

accepting each farmer's self-assessment.  He provid es a chit which the
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farmer takes to the province centre when he pays hi s tax to the

government office.  The chit is signed off and the tax received

recorded.  It is to be emphasised that although the  Amin, and above

him the Shaykh, are responsible for chasing up non- payers, and

although they are paid a fixed proportion of the re venue raised, they

do not collect the tax.   This considerably restric ts the scope for

extortion and corruption.

The data used for the analysis in the paper were co llected at the

central tax office of Dhamar governorate and at the  provincial offices

of Dhamar, Jahran and al Hadda.

There is naturally reason for doubt how reliable su ch data are, given

the disturbed political situation of the 1960s and the general

incentive to avoid taxes.  No firm answer can be gi ven, but internally

the figures are consistent with a relatively stable  propensity to pay

taxes.  Any variations in output recorded are adequ ately explained by

objective circumstances, notably the fluctuating ra infall.  Most

notable is the way upward variations are just as ma rked as downward.

Any desire to avoid taxes could be most easily achi eved by

underestimating good years.  Lastly, it is clear th at if a village as

a whole does not wish to pay tax, there is little t o stop it at

present.  Most of al Hadda province does not pay, a nd neither does one

village in Dhamar.  In short, if any payment at all  is made it may be

presumed at least reasonably honest, especially giv en the religious

nature of the duty to pay.
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Table A1.a: Population Growth Rates:Dhamar, Jahran,  al Hadda by
District

% Per Annum Growth

DHAMAR
Dhamar City and surrounding villages    14.9  (1975- 1978)
Jabal al Dar 4.0 "
Sa'ilat Zubayd 1.4 "
Jabal Zubayd 2.7 "
Wadi Zubayd 3.7 "
Wadi al Harr 2.4 "
Bani Fatimah 0.5 "
Sa'ilat Mi'saj 3.8 "
Qaryat Yafa' 4.3 "
Ya'ar 3.4 "
Dhakhrah and al Sharjabi 5.8 "
Qaryat Bayt al Tayyibi 9.0 "
Manqadhah 3.4 "
'Ans Salamah 4.3 "

JAHRAN
Ma'bar Town 7.1  (1977-1978)
Ilwu Jahran 3.3 "
Al Muwassitah 2.0 "
Al Midraj 5.6 "
Sifl Jahran 5.9 "

Al HADDA¹
Zirajah Town  6.5 (1976-1977)
Al Sawad -2.2 "
Al Kumayra -26.7 "
Al Abisiyah -23.5 "

  1. Only those described as ‘good taxpayers’ inclu ded.

NOTE: The rates are calculated from the figures rec orded for the
fitrah poll tax.
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APPENDIX 2.  PROPORTIONS OF LABOUR CATEGORIES USED IN TNE DHAMAR REGION

Table A2.a : Per Cent of Labour Category Used by Cr op and Survey Zone

ZONE JAHRAN 1 JAHRAN 2 BALASAN SHIRA' QA' AL MAQL

CROP F. EXC. H. F. EXC. H. F. EXC. H. F. EXC. H. F. EXC. H.

RAINFED

Maize - - - - - — - - — - - — 49 18 33

Sorghum 72 24   4 65 15 20 77  5 28 85  8  7 68 26  6

Wheat - - - - - — 65  0 35 87  4  9 - - -

Barley - - - - - — 57  2 41 85  4 11 75 14 11

Mustard - - - - - — - - - 82 16  2 - - -

Lentils - - - - - — - - - - - — 79  0 21

Fenugreek - - - - - — - - - - - — 76 14 10

IRRIGATED

Maize 10  8 82 92  4  4 - - - - - - - - —

Wheat - - - 91  0  9 - - - - - - - - —

Source: Montane Plains and Wadi Rima' Project (MPWR  1978).  Unpublished data.

Labour Categories: F. = Family; EXC. = Exchange; H. = Hired
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APPENDIX 3.:  OUTPUT TRENDS 1963-1977

Figures A to I show the movements between 1963 and 1977 of tax

assessments for the main crops in four provinces of  Dhama Governorate:

Dhamar, Utumah, Wusab Al Ali and Wusab Al Safil.   Due to problems in

obtaining the data, there is a gap between 1969 and  1974 (or 1975 in

the case of grains).  The nature of the tax data is  discussed at

Appendix 1.   For the purposes of the paper the fig ures have been

assumed to give a reliable picture of output moveme nt over the period.

NOTES:

1)  All grains are measured in volume units, Qadah.  Th is weighs

between 30 and 40 kilograms, depending on the grain , in Dhamar

province.  Utumah uses a larger unit of the same na me, and the two

Wusabs' are still larger.  The figures do not there fore give reliable

indications of the level of output of one province relative to

another.

2)  Vegetables and qat (Figures E and F) are recorded f or tax

purposes by value, not quantity.  These cash values  have been deflated

by the price of wheat for each year to eliminate as  far as possible

the effect of inflation.  There is a strong presump tion that the price

of qat, at least, has risen faster than that for wh eat, so any upward

trend in output may still be exaggerated.
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APPENDIX 4 : PRICE CHANGES

In order to gain some idea of price shifts in the Y AR between 1963 and

1977, the tax assessment values of the various crop s were used to

calculate relative prices.  The price of wheat was used as numeraire

because it is the only one of the crops facing subs tantial import

competition, and was therefore least likely to be a ffected by domestic

inflationary pressure.   Table A shows indices of t he price of wheat

itself in the four provinces for which continuous d ata were available.

It also shows wheat price recalculated in US$ terms  to abstract from

the declining value of the Yemen Riyal in the 1960s .   The exchange

rates used were those current on the private market  in Aden prior to

1970, and the official rate once the riyal was fixe d, around 4.5 to

the dollar.  Table B shows indices of the prices of  the other crops

relative to that of wheat.  Both tables use 1967 as  base year.
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Table A4.a : Price of Wheat (Yemen Riyal per Qadah)

Province DHAMAR UTUMAH WUSAB AL ALI

Year YR/$
Price

Yr. Index
Price

$ Index
Price

Yr. Index
Price

$ Index
Price

Yr. Index
Price

$ Index
1963 1.11 6.58 100 5.93 100 7.20 100 6.49 100 16.00 100 14.41 100
1964 1.11 7.20 109 6.49 109 9.33 130 8.41 130 20.00 125 18.02 125
1965 1.67 9.34 142 5.59 094 13.33 185 7.98 123 22.00 138 13.17 091
1966 2.27 16.00 243 7.05 119 18.67 259 8.22 127 40.00 250 17.62 122
1967 2.00 10.67 162 5.34 090 13.33 185 6.67 103 42.00 263 21.00 146
1968 2.85 16.00 243 5.61 095 16.67 370 9.36 144 42.00 263 14.74 102
1975 4.50 50.00 760 10.96 185 75.00 1042 16.45 253 150.00 938 32.89 228
1976 4.56 60.00 912 13.16 222 75.00 1042 16.45 253 240.00 1500 52.6 3 365
1977 4.56 60.00 912 13.16 222 80.00 1111 17.54 270 225.00 1406 49.3 4 342
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Table A4.ba : Grain Crop Price Changes Relative to Wheat (1963 = 100)
MAIZE SORGHUM RED SORGHUM BARLEY

D U WA WS D U WA D U WA WS D U WA
1968 160  89  85 114 118  63  93  58  63 -  96 100  71  86

1975 190 179 138 146 175 - 143  58  95 134 134  96 107 134
1977 257 145 134 178 146 119 159  48 100 116  88 100 113 142

Table A4.bb : Other Agricultural Price Changes Rela tive to Wheat (1963 = 100)
COFFEE SHEEP HONEY

D U WA WS D U WA WS D U WA WS
1968 116 82 215 119 137 72 87 87 82 26 78 78
1975 - 160 167 200 271 160 176 176 263 229 230 230
1977 - 300 285 355 763 227 234 158 1097 186 387 578

Notes: i) D = Dhamar Province; U = Utumah; WA = Wus ab al Ali; WS = Wusab as Safil.

ii) The index is calculated as

   Where: = 1963 price of crop I; = 1963 price of Whe at, = Year T price of crop I; and

= Year T price of Wheat
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